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Abstract

Providing a satisfactory quality of experience (QoE) to Internet users is crucial for

content and service providers. When users get bad QoE from an application, such as

the videos they are watching on a streaming provider keep freezing or the shopping

Web site they are visiting takes a long time to load, they often spend less time

on the application, return to it less frequently, or even worse they might switch

to an alternative application, in all cases hurting the business financially. While

some applications such as Internet telephony have stringent latency requirements

and others such as video-on-demand are more delay tolerant and depend more on

bandwidth, there are also many applications such as live streaming and Web browsing

which require both low latency and sufficient bandwidth for good QoE. Towards the

goal of improving application QoE in general, this thesis examines the potential of

making better use of the existing Internet infrastructure in two separate directions.

In one direction, we focus on reducing latency on the Internet by targeting the

infrastructural inefficiencies in the lower layers of the network stack, and in the

other we focus on efficient allocation of bandwidth to applications based on user

preferences. With these goals in mind, this thesis attempts to answer the following

questions specifically: (a) How slow is the Internet today and what are the causes of

latency? (b) Can we make better use of existing fiber-optic infrastructure to reduce

latencies in the wide-area? and (c) Can we provide the users with simple mechanisms

to express their application preferences and enforce those preferences in the network?
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1

Introduction

1.1 Content is King!? Then and Now

Bill Gates wrote his famous essay “Content is King” in 1996. The premise of his

article is that, in the long term, people and companies who provide the most inter-

esting and engaging content will be the biggest beneficiaries of the opportunities the

Internet provides. Gates uses a broad definition of content, including software, news,

entertainment, games and so on. It is fair to say the phrase Gates coined, or rather

popularized1, has been overused; a sheer number of articles show up when this phrase

is looked up on a search engine, though not all of these articles agree with Gates’

claim. Some people called the notion that content is king a myth, some others argued

it does not apply to a certain domain, and, some others claimed it no longer holds

true. One rebuttal article, titled “Content is not king” by Andrew Odlyzko, written

from the perspective of the telecommunications industry, provides one of the most

thorough treatments of the topic with detailed historical background [16]. Odlyzko

argues that there isn’t that much money on content, and revenue streams such as

1 American businessman and media magnate Sumner Redstone used the phrase a few years before
Gates in the same context.
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advertising cannot support a communications infrastructure. His conclusion is that

it is likely that “content” will have a substantial place in the future of the Internet,

but it will be less important than personal and business communications. Though

we believe Gates has been proven right in the following two decades, our aim here is

not to have a deep discussion on this topic and reach a verdict. Rather, we believe it

is worth mentioning that some of Gates’ predictions about the future of the Internet

and content’s importance in shaping it turned out to be very accurate.

Gates had predicted that the long term winners of the Internet will be the ones

who use it “to deliver information and entertainment”. Indeed, some of the largest

and most successful Internet companies today are the ones which provide information

and various types of content to users: take Google, YouTube, Facebook, or Netflix.

Some of these most successful companies do not create content themselves but rely

on content collectively generated by their users, such as YouTube, Instagram or

Facebook. To a certain extent, this has been predicted by Gates as well, since he

mentioned that anyone with a modem and an Internet connection can create and

publish content. Regardless of who is creating it, the content on these services is

what attracts the users and creates opportunities for monetization.

When Gates published his essay two decades ago, subscription and advertisement

based Internet economy was still at its infancy, estimated by him to generate around

$20´ $30 million yearly revenue in total. Today, the picture is very different: video-

on-demand (VOD) provider Netflix generated $11.7 billion of revenue in 2017 and

had 104 million paid members at the end of the year [124], music streaming service

Spotify generated over $1 billion revenue in the first quarter of 2018 from its 75 million

paying members [150], and, data from Juniper Research indicates that subscription

based VOD services will increase the over-the-top (OTT) video revenues to $120

billion by 2022, up from $64 billion in 2017 [99]. Advertisement based Internet

economy is also soaring: global Internet advertising revenue was over $200 billion in

2



2017 [137]. In the United States, Internet advertising revenues ($88 billion) surpassed

TV advertising revenues ($70 billion) for the first time in 2017 [88].

One of the difficulties for monetizing content at that time that Gates mentions

is the impracticality of charging small amounts to users. Nowadays, despite still

relying on traditional payment mechanisms, content providers managed to create

large revenue streams by charging small amounts, such as gaming companies making

money through so-called microtransactions, i.e. players’ in-game purchases. One

market research firm estimated the total revenue from microtransactions on free to

play PC games as $22 billion in 2017 [79]. Annual revenues of some of these highly

popular “free” games exceed hundreds of millions of dollars, with League of Legends

topping the list with $2.1 billion revenue generated in 2017 [47].

1.2 Is having good content enough?

Gates not only mentioned the promise of advertising in the long run but also recog-

nized the drawbacks of using advertising on the Web for monetizing content, specif-

ically, the frustration of users due to increased time to load Web pages caused by

large display advertisements and slow dial-up connections. He predicted that, in a

few years, the annoyance of waiting for advertisements to load will go away as In-

ternet connections get faster. Since then, Internet connections indeed became faster

and faster thanks to various Internet access technologies such as DSL, cable, fiber-

to-the-home, and, 4G LTE to name a few. According to Akamai’s 2017 Q1 State of

the Internet report, global average connection speed is 7.2 Mbps, 82% of unique IPv4

addresses connecting to Akamai had average speeds above 4 Mbps, and 25 countries

had average connection speeds at least 15 Mbps [11].

While connection speeds were increasing, the number of people with access to the

Internet also kept increasing, with 53.6% of global households having access to the

Internet in 2017 according to International Telecommunications Union’s figures [162].

3



Moreover, Cisco estimates that consumer IP traffic will almost triple by 2021 com-

pared to 2016 numbers and 4.6 billion people, 58% of the World’s population, will

be using the Internet in 2021. We can only expect, with more and more people

having access to the Internet, monetization opportunities for content providers using

advertisement or subscription based mechanisms to improve as well.

Before coming to back to Gates’ remark about the annoyance of waiting for ad-

vertisements and Web pages to load to cease to be a problem with increasing Internet

connection speeds, we believe it is worthwhile to mention that the Internet is very

different now than what it was in 1996, and it went through major transformations.

Hundreds of thousands km of fiber optic cables are laid out by telecommunication

companies to satisfy the increasing demand for bandwidth and sometimes to reduce

latency between certain locations. Content delivery networks (CDN) emerged, en-

abling Internet users to fetch the content they are interested in from nearby servers

by caching popular content near end users and relieving many content providers from

the burden of building massive delivery infrastructures. Today, the CDN space is

a very competitive market and CDNs do a lot more than just caching content at

the edge [69]. Temporal and geographical variations in CDNs’ performance pushed

many content providers to use the services of multiple CDNs, and even gave rise

to third-party optimizers (brokers) for measuring client performance and dynamic

CDN selection for each client request. Some content providers moved to build their

own infrastructures, gradually increased their network footprint to be able to directly

peer with other networks, leading to the so-called flattening of the Internet. The in-

crease of video traffic gave rise to new techniques such as adaptive bitrate streaming.

Growing number of Internet users and mobile devices led to the increasing adoption

of IPv6 after many years of slow growth.

The paragraph above very briefly lists some of the numerous innovations per-

formed across the entire network stack to improve the Internet. With all these

4



innovations and faster Internet connection speeds, one might expect that the an-

noyance of waiting for Web pages and the advertisements to monetize the provided

content to load to have gone away as Gates had predicted, or at least to become

a rare phenomenon. However, the reality is far more complicated. A report from

American Enterprise Institute indicates that the improvements in average web page

load times are lagging behind increases in broadband speeds2 and the perception

of the Web is getting slower is widespread [141]. Higher bandwidth does not auto-

matically translate into smaller page load times because above a certain bandwidth,

latency becomes the performance bottleneck [86, 158], and improvements in latency

happen much slower than in bandwidth [135]. Widespread or not, the perception of

the Web being slow or getting slower is also caused by the increased complexity of

Web pages [33, 81, 82].

The complexity of Web pages is caused by both richer content and the increasing

amount of third-party content used for purposes such as serving advertisements,

tracking users and performing analytics [33]. An analysis from the industry shows

that loading third-party content can take up 26.5% and 45.1% of the page load

time for e-commerce and news Web sites respectively [39]. A recent academic work

reports that third-party content can inflate page load times by as much as 50% [70].

An advertising industry report shows that the average contribution of advertisements

to page load times is 34.4% across the industry [8]. Slow page loads impact content

publishers which rely on advertisement revenues by increasing bounce rates, page

abandonment and reducing page views, in short by reducing audience engagement [8,

93]. Hence, owners of advertisement supported Web sites need to strike a fine balance

between increasing the revenue generation potential by having more advertisements

and driving users away from (or reducing their engagement with) their Web site due

2 Based on multiple data sources for broadband speeds and Akamai’s State of the Internet Reports
between 2013 and 2016 for page load times.
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to slow page load times. So, Gates has been right about recognizing the potential

of advertisements for monetizing content as the financial figures we cited previously

show, but the annoyance of waiting for advertisements and pages to load certainly

did not disappear and is still a factor impacting the revenues of content publishers.

A more direct impact of slow page loads on revenue generation is seen on e-

commerce Web sites in terms of decreased conversions [12, 93]. Akamai’s latest State

of Online Retail Performance Report shows that peak conversion rate is achieved

on desktop devices when the page load time is below 1 s; on mobile devices peak

conversion occurred when the page load time is around 1.4 s, and when page load

time increased to 3 s mobile conversion rate is cut in half [12]. More than a decade

ago, Amazon found that every additional 100 ms on page load time reduces sales

by 1% [111]. These examples highlight the importance of providing a good user

experience by keeping page load times small due to its direct financial impact on

many Web sites. Moreover, this is not a specific issue for Web site owners; rather, it

applies in general to other types of Internet services or content, and other methods

of revenue generation. Simply put, it is not enough to have good content; it is

just as important to provide a good user quality of experience (QoE) for customer

engagement and retention.

The importance of QoE is well understood by the industry and content providers

in particular. An industry report on over-the-top (OTT) video states that customers

are less likely to cancel their subscriptions when they spend more time on the ser-

vices [163]. In addition to continually adding new content to their offerings and

using recommendation systems to suggest content that users might be interested in,

content providers also try to ensure their users’ experience is as smooth as possi-

ble to keep them engaged with their services [128, 127]. To provide a good QoE

to their users, content providers either employ one or more CDNs [9, 24, 131] or

build large CDNs themselves [26, 38] for the delivery of their content. Many content
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providers measure the QoE of each user session with client-side instrumentation and

some even use third-party optimizers (brokers) to guide CDN selection and to react

to unsatisfactory user QoE in real time [63, 118, 119].

Measuring and improving the QoE of various applications has been the subject

of numerous recent academic studies. Video streaming, in particular, has been stud-

ied extensively: researchers analyzed the source of video quality issues [38, 67, 98],

identified the inefficiencies of client-side bitrate adaptation algorithms [13, 83] and

developed new ABR algorithms to solve these issues [85, 94, 113, 172], proposed

video control planes which uses machine learning techniques to optimize CDN and

bit-rate selection in multi-CDN settings [63, 97] and also analyzed alternative de-

livery architectures to cope with the increasing video traffic and demand for high

QoE [21, 174]. Due to the rise of user-generated live streaming platforms, live video

delivery is also getting quite a lot of attention of late [48, 120, 165, 168], even though

CDNs had built special platforms for live streaming some time ago [104]. Recent work

on improving Web browsing experience include approaches focusing on reducing tra-

ditional page load time3 by restructuring the page load process with changes to the

server side [126, 167], in addition to works which focus on reducing user-perceived

page load times by prioritizing objects based on explicit user preferences [34] or

tracking users’ eye gaze [101]. Other recent research on QoE of specific applications

include works on Internet telephony [84, 95], video conferencing [90, 178], and online

gaming [109, 116, 170] to give just a few examples.

In addition to research efforts on improving QoE of various applications, exam-

ining the impact of QoE on user behavior and engagement has also been a popular

line of study. For video streaming, multiple studies showed that there is a correla-

tion between QoE (buffering ratio and join time) and user engagement, in terms of

video abandonment rates and view time [22, 121]. Some works even showed causal

3 Corresponding to the firing of onLoad event.
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relationships between user engagement and QoE utilizing quasi-experimental design

techniques [106, 148]. Similar results have been observed for live streaming [10] and

online gaming [134].

1.3 Contributions

We gave numerous examples of the importance of providing good QoE to Internet

users for various applications. These examples show that the QoE of users can have

major financial implications for many parties involved in the delivery of the content

and services, such as content providers, CDNs, ISPs, cloud providers, and brokers.

This thesis does not focus on improving the QoE of any specific application; rather,

in two separate but loosely related directions, it focuses on improvements to two

fundamental network resources, latency, and bandwidth, to help improve the QoE of

many Internet applications in general. In one direction, we focus on reducing latency

on the Internet by targeting the infrastructural inefficiencies in the lower layers of

the network stack, and in the other, we focus on efficient allocation of bandwidth to

applications in a home network based on user preferences and applications’ band-

width requirements. Even though we developed and tested our dynamic bandwidth

allocation system in a home network, it can also be deployed at ISPs or proxies out

of the home. Another way of looking at the two separate approaches in a unified

manner is that the realizations of both approaches can be thought as fast lanes, the

former in terms of providing low latency paths in the Internet’s core for subscribed

users and applications, and the latter in terms providing higher bandwidth to certain

preferred applications between an end user and its Internet service provider.

Specifically, this thesis makes the following contributions:

1. With large-scale measurements from PlanetLab nodes distributed over the

globe to a large number of Web servers, we show that fetching a single ob-
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ject on the Internet is, in the median, 37ˆ slower than the speed of light. With

smaller scale measurements from real users, we show that the latency inflation

is much higher from the Internet’s true edge.

2. We quantify the contributions of different protocols across the network stack to

this inflation and find that infrastructural inflation is significant. We find that

removing latency inflation in the physical infrastructure and routing without

any changes at layers above could improve latencies for fetching small objects

by more than 3ˆ.

3. Utilizing the recently published map of the long-haul fiber-optic cables in the

contiguous United States, we show that significant reductions in latency are

possible by connecting a large number of population centers with shortest paths

using a dense set of fiber-optic links with relatively low cost.

4. We dissect the latency in the Internet’s fiber infrastructure through measure-

ments utilizing the geographically diverse server infrastructure of a large CDN

and latency data collected from backbones of major ISPs, and research & sci-

entific networks; allowing us to have a more realistic sense of the achievable

latency reduction with the shortest-paths based dense fiber backbone.

5. We develop a simple algorithm which dynamically changes the allocation of

bandwidth to different applications based on user preferences and applications’

bandwidth profiles. With our prototype implementation using an SDN enabled

home router, we show QoE improvements for video streaming and Web brows-

ing.
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1.4 Note on Collaborative Work

This thesis includes results from collaborations with Bruce M. Maggs, P. Brighten

Godfrey, Ankit Singla, Balakrishnan Chandrasekaran, Waqar Aqeel, and others

within Internet at the Speed of Light project, and with Yilun Zhou and Theo Benson

for the Contextual Router work. K.C. Ng from Akamai performed the measurements

between the servers of the CDN described in Chapter 3. These results have been

previously published in the papers [27, 28, 29, 30].

Chapter 2 includes results from [27], chapters 3 and 4 include results from [28],

and chapter 5 includes results from [29, 30]. A similar set of measurements from

PlanetLab that we describe in chapter 2 have been performed by Ankit Singla, and

a subset of the results we described in that chapter has appeared in an earlier pa-

per [147]. All the measurements reported in Chapter 2 have been performed by the

author of this thesis and analyzed independently from the mentioned earlier mea-

surements. The new measurements and analysis have been performed to verify the

robustness of the results with a more fresh set of data in addition to addressing some

of the minor shortcomings such as failure to remove fetches which resulted in HTTP

404 errors or not having measurements with HTTPS.

1.5 Outline

In chapter 2, we describe or measurements from PlanetLab and real users to quantify

the latency inflation on the Internet. Chapter 3 builds on the insights we gathered

from chapter 2 and examines how we can utilize the existing fiber infrastructure

to reduce latency. Chapter 4 also deals with the fiber infrastructure and examines

the sources of latency in fiber-optic cables. After that, we change direction and in

chapter 5 we present our solution to prioritizing traffic in home networks by dynamic

allocation of bandwidth to competing applications.
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2

Why is the Internet so slow?!

2.1 Why should we care about latency?

It is hard to overstate the importance of reducing latency on the Internet. We pro-

vided plenty of examples in the introduction showing how slow page loads negatively

impact the revenues of online businesses, e-commerce being the prime example. More

than a decade ago, Amazon found that every 100 ms increase in PLT reduced sales

by 1% [111]. Akamai’s recent report on online retail performance shows that on all

platforms –mobile, tablet, and desktop– peak conversion is achieved when the PLT is

between 0.9 s and 1.4 s, and the rate of conversions decrease sharply as PLT increases

to just a few seconds [12]. Another recent report from Mobify, a company specializing

in making mobile shopping Web sites faster, shows that reducing the PLT of checkout

pages by 500 ms increases the annual revenue of their average customer around half

a million dollar1. Even though the estimated increase in revenue does not seem very

impressive for these small e-commerce platforms, for a larger platform like Amazon

a small increase in conversions could easily amount to hundreds of millions of dollars

1 Based on 306 million visits on 30 e-commerce Web sites.
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of increase in revenue.

The negative financial impact of slow page loads is not specific to e-commerce

sites. Slow page loads increase page abandonment rates and reduce page views on

advertisement supported Web sites, hurting their revenues [8, 93]. Researchers from

Yahoo found that given two identical search results pages, users are more likely

to click the results on the page served with lower PLT [17]. Independent analysis

by Google and Microsoft researchers found that adding artificial delays to response

times of search queries reduces the search volume –an extra 200 ms delay decreased

the number of searches per user by 0.29% on average for Google– and decreases

revenue per user –500 ms of latency penalty decreased revenue per user by 1.2% for

Bing– [55].

One might think that the problem of slow page loads will be solved by the com-

petition of ISPs to provide higher bandwidth to their customers. There are two

problems with this reasoning: 1 - Internet access speeds are already high for a siz-

able percent of Internet users, and 2 - above a certain bandwidth, latency becomes

the performance bottleneck.

On the first point, Akamai’s 2017 Q1 State of the Internet report shows that 82%,

45%, and 12% of unique IPv4 addresses connecting to Akamai had average speeds

above 4, 10, and 25 Mbps respectively [11]. The same report shows that the global

average connection speed is 7.2 Mbps. FCC’s 2016 Measuring Broadband America

report shows that median speed across all consumers in the USA is 39 Mbps [59].

FCC report shows that broadband is widespread in the USA, but according to the

Akamai report mentioned above, USA is only ranked 10th on both average connection

speed and 25 Mbps broadband adoption.

The second point about the latency bottleneck on Web performance has been

observed in multiple studies. A Google study utilizing 25 Web sites shows that

additional bandwidth above 5 Mbps has little effect on PLT, whereas the analysis
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over varying RTTs showed linear improvements in PLT for every 20 ms reduction in

RTT [86]. Using the measurements from FCC/SamKnows deployment of routers in

the USA, an academic work found little improvement in PLT with additional band-

width above 16 Mbps and last-mile latency becomes the bottleneck, though a close

examination of the provided graphs in their paper shows diminishing reductions in

PLT after bandwidth increases over 8 Mbps [158]. Similarly, FCC’s 2016 Measur-

ing Broadband America report states that subscribers whose bandwidth exceeding

25 Mbps do not experience further significant decreases in PLT, though the provided

graphs show that the diminishing returns effect starts earlier around 15 Mbps [59].

The impact of Web performance on revenues of content publishers affects ad-

vertisers as well. With increasing reliance on mechanisms like real-time bidding for

selecting which advertisements to display on many Web sites and aggressive latency

thresholds set by major ad-exchanges for responding to auctions (such as 100 ms

for Amazon [14] and 120 ms for Google [71]), advertisers not only need to submit

competitive bids to reach highly valued users but also need to respond to the ad-

exchange very quickly. Even though a latency threshold of 100 ms might seem more

than enough to send a response back, within this period of time advertisers need to

calculate the value of their bids, which might require contacting other remote parties

to obtain the profile of the target user for a better valuation.

Yet another example of latency having a financial impact is seen in online games.

Patro et al. found that increased latency reduces the interactivity (number of actions

per unit time) of game players, leads to shorter sessions of play and decreases in-game

purchases significantly [134]. For example, in-game purchases were roughly 10% less

for sessions with 500 ms average RTT compared to sessions with average RTT 250 ms.

It is also observed that a player’s lag can have a cascading effect on other players

and impact their quality of experience, especially in cooperative games [80].

These examples underscore that latency is a key determinant of user experience
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and has a direct impact on generated revenues. Despite achieving modest reductions

in latency can translate into better user experiences and potentially substantial in-

creases in generated revenues in many applications, we believe pursuing the more

ambitious goal of cutting Internet latencies to close to the limiting physical con-

straint, the speed of light, is more exciting and can have a larger transformative

effect across the Internet. Reducing latencies to close to the speed of light would

make the Internet roughly one to two orders of magnitude faster than today. Beyond

the obvious gains in performance and value for today’s applications, such a techno-

logical leap may help realize the full potential of certain applications that have so

far been confined to the laboratory, such as tele-immersion. For some applications,

such as massive multi-player online games, the size of the user community reachable

within a latency bound plays an important role in user interest and adoption, and

linear decreases in communication latency result in super-linear growth in commu-

nity size [147]. Low latencies on the order of a few tens of milliseconds also open up

the possibility of instant response, where users are unable to perceive any lag between

requesting a page and seeing it rendered in their browsers. Such an elimination of

wait time would be an important threshold in user experience. For a more detailed

account of the transformative impact of a speed-of-light Internet would have, we refer

the reader to Section 2 of reference [147].

Our measurements, however, show that the Internet’s speed is quite far from the

speed of light. As we show later, the fetch time from a set of generally well-connected

clients for just the HTML document of the index pages of popular Web sites is, in

the median, 37 times the round-trip speed-of-light latency. In the 80th percentile, it

is more than 100ˆ slower. Given the promise a speed-of-light Internet holds, why

are we so far from the speed of light?

While trying to answer this question, this chapter makes the following contribu-

tions:
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1. We quantify the factors that contribute to large latencies today using two sets

of measurements: from PlanetLab to Web servers and from volunteer end-host

systems2 to Web servers. We augment this data with IP geolocation data from

6 geolocation services. Our analysis breaks down Internet latency inflation

across the network stack, from the physical network infrastructure through the

transport layer.

2. Our measurements place in perspective the importance of latency inflation at

the lowest layers. We find that, while DNS, TCP’s handshake, and TCP’s slow-

start are all important factors in latency inflation, the Internet’s infrastructural

deficiencies are equally, if not more, important.

3. We find that removing latency inflation in the physical infrastructure and rout-

ing without any changes at layers above could improve latencies for fetching

small objects by more than 3ˆ.

2.2 The Internet is too slow

To investigate the extent of latency inflation on the Internet, we used the PlanetLab

infrastructure to perform our largest set of measurements. Using 102 PlanetLab

locations as vantage points, we targeted 22,800 popular Web sites for measurements.

We compiled the list of Web sites by choosing the top 500 Web sites from each of

the 138 countries listed on Alexa [6]. From each PlanetLab node, we fetched the

landing page of each Web site using cURL [1]. We followed redirects on each URL,

and recorded the final URL for use in our measurements. We ignored any URLs that

still caused redirects since they are not useful for the purposes of our measurements.

While recording the final URL, we tried to access each Web site both over plain

2 Explicit volunteer consent was obtained, listing precisely what tests would be run. We have a
letter from the IRB stating that our experiments did not require IRB approval.
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Figure 2.1: Fetch time of just the HTML of the landing pages of popular Web
sites in terms of inflation over the speed of light.

HTTP and HTTPS, and for Web sites which support HTTPS, we recorded the URL

with HTTPS unless we encountered certificate errors or presented with an error page

due to our access using cURL. Overall, 25% of all fetches were over HTTPS giving us

plenty of measurements to investigate the impact of TLS/SSL negotiation on latency

inflation.

For each connection, we geolocated the Web server using commercial geolocation

services, and computed the time it would take for light to travel round-trip along

the shortest path between the same end-points, i.e., the c-latency. Henceforth, we

refer to the ratio of the fetch time to c-latency as the Internet’s latency inflation.

Fig. 2.1 shows the CDF of inflation over 1.9 million connections. The HTML fetch

time is, in the median, 36.5ˆ the c-latency, while the 80th percentile exceeds 100ˆ.

Thus, the Internet is typically more than an order of magnitude slower than the

speed of light, and often two orders of magnitude slower. We note that PlanetLab

nodes are generally well-connected, and latency can be expected to be poorer from

the network’s true edge. We verify that this is the case with measurements from end

users in section 2.6.
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2.3 Why is the Internet so slow?

To identify the causes of Internet latency inflation, we break down the fetch time

across layers, from inflation in the physical path followed by packets to the TCP

transfer time. We first describe the methodology (§2.3.1) and an overview of the

results (§2.3.2). Next, we discuss the robustness of our results to IP geolocation

errors (§2.4), and consistency across client-server distances (§2.5.1), page fetch sizes

(§2.5.2) and geographies (§2.5.3). In §2.5.4, we look briefly at the role of congestion,

a more detailed investigation of which is included in our end-user measurements

(§2.6).

2.3.1 Methodology

From each PlanetLab location, we performed three separate measurements towards

each Web site (server):

1. We download the HTML of the landing page of the Web site using cURL. Note

that this is not a measurement of PLT, we just download a single object from

the Web server. While download is in progress, we log the packet arrival times

from the Web server using tcpdump [5].

2. We run a traceroute towards the responding Web server to find the path be-

tween the PlanetLab client and the Web server.

3. We ping the Web server 30 times to get a sample of RTTs between the client

and the Web server.

cURL allows us to isolate the latency involved in every step of downloading the

requested object. We obtain the time for DNS resolution, TCP handshake, TCP

data transfer, and total fetch time for each connection. For connections over HTTPS,

we also record the time for TLS handshake. TCP handshake is measured as the time
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Metric Definition

DNS Time Name resolution time
TCP Handshake Time Time between sending SYN and receiving SYN-ACK

TLS Handshake Time Time until TLS negotiation ends after TCP conn. establishment
Request-Response Time Time until receiving the first byte after sending HTTP request
TCP Transfer Time Time between receiving the last and first byte of data
Total Fetch Time Total time elapsed until receiving the last byte of data
Router Path Latency The round-trip latency at the speed of light in fiber along the

approximate path between the client and the server obtained
with stitching the shortest paths on the Earth’s surface
between successive routers on the network path.

Minimum Ping Time Minimum of 30 RTTs obtained from ping.

Table 2.1: Collected metrics from PlanetLab measurements

between cURL sending the SYN and receiving the SYN-ACK. The TCP transfer time

is measured as the time from cURL’s receipt of the first byte to the receipt of the

last byte. We separately account for the time between cURL sending the HTTP

request (immediately following the handshake ACK) and the receipt of the first byte

as response time; this typically comprises one RTT and any processing time at the

Web server.

After obtaining the path between the PlanetLab client and the Web server from

the traceroute output, we geolocate each router in the traceroute, and connect suc-

cessive routers with the shortest paths on the Earth’s surface as an approximation

for the route the packets follow. We compute the roundtrip latency at the speed of

light in fiber along this approximate path, and refer to it as the router-path latency.

Since we also run 30 successive pings to each Web server from each PlanetLab client,

we obtain the minimum and median across these ping times. Table 2.1 summarizes

the obtained metrics for each client server connection as described above. We nor-

malize each of these latency components by the c-latency between the respective

connection’s end-points.

Our experiments yielded 2.1 million page fetches with the HTTP status code 200,
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which corresponds to 94% of all fetches. For connections over HTTP 95% of fetches

returned with 200, and for connections over HTTPS 90% of fetches returned with

the HTTP status code 200. We also filtered out connections which showed obvious

anomalies such as c-latency being larger than TCP handshake time or minimum ping

time, leaving us with 1.9 million fetches.

2.3.2 Overview of results

Fig. 2.2(a) shows the results for all connections over HTTP. DNS resolutions are

shown to be faster than c-latency 14% of the time. This is an artifact of the baseline

we use — in these cases, the Web server happens to be farther than the DNS resolver,

and we always use the c-latency to the Web server as the baseline. (The DNS curve

is clipped at the left to more clearly display the other results.) In the median, DNS

resolutions are 6.6ˆ inflated over c-latency.

The TCP transfer time shows significant inflation — 12.6ˆ in the median. With

most pages being tens of KBs (median page size is 73 KBs), bandwidth is not the

problem, but TCP’s slow start causes even small data transfers to require several

RTTs. 6% of all pages have transfer times less than the c-latency — this is due to

all the data being received in the first TCP window. (Recall that transfer time is

the time between cURL receiving the first and the last bytes.) The TCP handshake

(counting only the SYN and SYN-ACK) and the minimum ping time are 3.2ˆ and 3.1ˆ

inflated in the median. The ping and TCP handshake latencies between the same

hosts thus show little variation.

The request-response time is 6.5ˆ inflated in the median, i.e., roughly twice the

median round-trip time. However, 24% of the connections use less than 10ms of

server processing time (estimated by subtracting one RTT from the request-response

time).The median c-latency, in comparison, is 47ms.

It is worth noting that the medians of inflation in DNS time, TCP handshake
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(b) Fetches over HTTPS

Figure 2.2: Various components of latency inflation over (a) HTTP and (b) HTTPS
connections. The median is marked on each curve for sake of clarity of the legend.

time, request-response time, and TCP transfer time add up to 28.8ˆ, in comparison

to the measured median total time of 36.5ˆ. We should expect such a discrepancy

because of the distributions being tail heavy.

Fig. 2.2(b) shows the results for fetches over HTTPS. The inflations in DNS

lookup and TCP handshake are similar to those for HTTP (6.3ˆ and 3.1ˆ in the

median respectively). The largest contributor to the latency inflation is the TLS

handshake, which is 10.2ˆ inflated in the median, roughly corresponding to 3 RTTs.

Inflation in TCP transfer time, being 5.2ˆ in the median, is significantly lower than

for HTTP connections. This difference is partly explained by the smaller sized pages

fetched, with the median fetch size being 43 KBs. The median inflation in request-

response times increases from 6.5ˆ for HTTP to 7.7ˆ for HTTPS. Even though

request-response time is measured after all protocol negotiations are over –including

TLS–, this difference is most likely due to larger server processing time on Web sites

served over HTTPS since the difference in medians of RTTs is very small.

2.4 Impact of IP geolocation errors

Before diving into a deeper analysis of latency inflation in the next section, we

first check our results for consistency across possible geolocation errors. While we
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(c) Latency inflation in router-path latency

Figure 2.3: Results for median, 80th-percentile, and 95th-percentile of inflation in
(a) router-path latency; (b) minimum ping latency; and (c) total fetch time; using
6 different commercial geolocation databases as well as their majority vote (MV).
Inflation in minimum ping time and total transfer time are fairly consistent across
these results, particularly in the median and the 80th-percentile, but variation in the
router-path latency inflation is larger.

cull data with obvious anomalies arising from geolocation errors (such as when the

minimum ping time is smaller than the c-latency computed based on IP geolocation),

less obvious errors could impact our results.

For PlanetLab nodes, location data is available through PlanetLab, and our

latency-based tests did not indicate that any of the nodes we used had an erroneous

geolocation. Obtaining similar ground truth information for the large IP space un-

der consideration appears infeasible. Thus, we focused our efforts on comparing the

results we obtained by using 6 different commercial IP geolocation services, as well

as a location computed as their majority vote (MV).
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We computed latency inflation in router-path, minimum ping, and total time

using each of these 7 sets of IP geolocations. Fig. 2.3 shows the comparison; as we

might expect, router-path latency (Fig. 2.3(a)) is most susceptible to differences in

IP geolocation — the result there depends on geolocating not only the Web server,

but also each router along the path. Even so, all 6 median inflation values are in the

1.9-2.4ˆ range. Differences in results for minimum ping time (Fig. 2.3(b)) and total

time (Fig. 2.3(c)) are much smaller. Even the 95th-percentile values for inflation in

minimum ping time all lie within 10.4-12.0ˆ, while the medians lie within 3.0-3.1ˆ.

The results for median inflation in total time all lie between 35.5-38.0ˆ, but varia-

tion at the higher percentiles is larger. Thus, largely, our conclusions, particularly

with regards to median values are robust against the significant differences in the

geolocations provided by these services. Needless to say, we cannot, without ground

truth, account for systematic errors that may impact all geolocation services. With

the exception of Fig. 2.3, we use the majority vote geolocation throughout.

2.5 Consistency Analysis of The Latency Inflation Results

We now discuss the consistency of our latency inflation results across client-server dis-

tances, page fetch sizes and geographies (§2.5.3). We also briefly investigate whether

congestion could have affected our results using the packet arrival times obtained

with tcpdump.

2.5.1 Results across client-server distances

Given our c-latency baseline, when client-server distances are small, a small absolute

latency increase can translate into a large inflation over c-latency. Moreover, the

effect of geolocation errors can be more pronounced at short distances. Thus, it is

useful to examine the impact of the absolute client-server distance on the latency

inflation. Fig. 2.4 shows the inflation of total fetch time over c-latency restricted
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Figure 2.4: Inflation of total fetch time over c-latency with client-server distances
above a threshold of 100 km, 500 km and 1000 km

to connections with client-server distances above thresholds of 100 km, 500 km and

1000 km.

The median inflations are relatively close to each other, being 35.5, 33.7 and 31.9

for thresholds of 100 km, 500 km, and 1000 km respectively. 80-th percentile inflation

is 91.6, 77.7, and 68.5 for the same thresholds — clearly, removing connections at

short distances gets rid of some of the largest inflations in the tail, but the large

inflations are not just from short distances, and even after limiting ourselves to

connections at long distances we observe significant inflation. §2.5.3 (and Fig. 2.7(b))

discusses in more detail on the relationship between latency inflation and client-server

distances (equivalently, c-latency) and locations.

2.5.2 Results across page sizes

While we only fetch the HTML for the landing pages of Web sites in our experiments,

some of these are still larger than 1MB. However, as Fig. 2.5(a) shows, most pages

are much smaller, with the median being 67KB3. To analyze variations in our results

3 Over all fetches, i.e., over both HTTP and HTTPS connections.
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(b)
Figure 2.5: Internet latency inflation measured across page sizes in our measure-
ments: (a) the distribution of Web page sizes in our traces; (b) inflation in minimum
ping time, TCP transfer time, and total time as a function of page size.
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Figure 2.6: Components of latency inflation across pages within 10% of the median
page size

across page sizes, we binned pages into 1KB buckets, and computed the median

inflation for each latency component across each bucket. Fig. 2.5(b) shows the median

inflation in ping time, TCP transfer time, and total time across different page sizes.

The median inflation in minimum ping time shows little variation across page sizes,

as one might expect. Inflation in TCP transfer time increases over page sizes in an

expected fashion, also causing an increase in total fetch time.

We also examine latency inflation in a narrow range of Web page sizes around the
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median, using pages within 10% of the median size of 67KB. These pages comprise

roughly 7% of our dataset. The results of this analysis are shown in Fig. 2.64, and are

similar to the overall results in Fig. 2.2(a), with expected differences in the transfer

time (8% smaller) and total time (5% smaller). The request-response time is 10%

larger. Other components of inflation are within 1% of the corresponding values in

Fig. 2.2(a).

2.5.3 Results across geographies

We fetch most popular pages of 138 countries from 102 PlanetLab nodes, leading

to a wide spread in the pairwise c-latencies observed across these connections. This

variation is captured in Fig. 2.7(a), which shows the distribution of traces across

different c-latencies. (c-latencies were binned into 1ms bins for this analysis.) The

shape of the curve is largely a result of the Earth’s geography and the distribution of

our PlanetLab clients. The median c-latency is 47 ms, with 5th and 95th percentiles

being 2 ms and 101 ms respectively. In a manner similar to our analysis across page

sizes, we also analyzed latency inflation across c-latencies. Fig. 2.7(b) shows the

median inflation in router-path latency, minimum ping time, and total time. As one

might expect, latency inflation is higher for small c-latencies. An interesting feature

of these results is the inflation bump around a c-latency of 30ms. It turns out that

some countries connectivity to which may be more circuitous than average, are over-

represented at these distances in our data. For instance, c-latencies from the Eastern

US to Portugal are in the 30 ms vicinity, but all transatlantic connectivity hits

Northern Europe, from where routes may go through the ocean or land southward

to Portugal, thus incurring significant path ‘stretch’. That the differences are largely

due to inflation at the lowest layers is also borne out by the inflation in minimum

ping and total time following the inflation in the router-path latency.

4 This graph and analysis are for fetches performed over HTTP.
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(b)
Figure 2.7: Internet latency inflation measured across c-latencies: (a) the distri-
bution of c-latencies across host-pairs in our traces, and (b) inflation in router-path
latency, minimum ping time, and total time as a function of c-latency.
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Figure 2.8: Inflation in router-path latency, minimum ping time, DNS time, and
total time across 7 countries.

An encouraging observation from Fig. 2.7(b) is that the inflations in minimum

ping and total fetch time follow the inflation in the router-path latency. Thus, de-

spite the router-path latency estimation containing multiple approximations (omit-

ting routers that did not respond to traceroutes or we could not geolocate, as well

as paths between successive routers themselves potentially being circuitous), it is a

useful quantity to measure.

To compare measurements from a geographically balanced set of client locations,

we selected 20 PlanetLab hosts such that no two were within 5 degrees of longitude
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of each other. Then we looked at requests from these PlanetLab clients to Web

servers in each country. Fig. 2.8 shows the median inflation in router-path latency,

minimum ping time, DNS, and total time across each of the 7 countries for which

we had 5,000` connections. The median c-latencies from these selected PlanetLab

hosts to each of these 7 countries all lie in the 48-55 ms range, with the exception of

Japan (12 ms). Most of the latencies are fairly consistent across geographies, with

the exception of DNS and total time for Japan. We observed that roughly half of the

requests to Web servers in Japan come from two PlanetLab nodes in Japan, and it

is likely that DNS resolvers are further away than the Web servers causing the larger

inflation. Across the other 6 countries, median inflation ranges between 2.9-3.7 times

for minimum ping time, 7.3-10.4 times for DNS, and 36.6-43.7 times for total time.

2.5.4 The role of congestion

Fig. 2.2(a) and Fig. 2.6 show that TCP transfer time is more than 10ˆ inflated over

c-latency. It is worth considering whether packet losses or large packet delays and

delay variations are to blame for poor TCP performance. Oversized and congested

router buffers on the propagation path may exacerbate such conditions – a situation

referred to as bufferbloat.

In addition to fetching the HTML for the landing page, for each connection, we

also sent 30 pings from the client to the server’s address. We found that variation in

ping times is small: the 2nd-longest ping time is only 1.1% larger than the minimum

ping time in the median. While pings (using ICMP) might use queues separate from

Web traffic, even the TCP handshake time is only 1.6% larger than the minimum

ping time in the median. We also used tcpdump [5] at PlanetLab clients to log

packet arrival times from the servers, and analyzed the inter-arrival gaps between

packets. 92.6% of the connections we made experienced no packet loss (estimated as

packets re-ordered by more than 3ms). For the 7.4% of connections which experi-
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enced packet losses, HTML fetch time in the median is 76.8 ˆ c-latency. This very

high inflation shows how congestion or variation in delay can impact the inflation

significantly. However, for the remaining 92.6% of connections, we observed that the

median inflation of HTML fetch time over c-latency is 34.7, which is not radically

different than the 36.5ˆ inflation observed all connections. Hence, even though con-

gestion and packet loss might be causing some of the largest inflations in the tail,

overall our observed latency inflation results are not due to congestion.

Summary: We have broken down the causes of Internet latency inflation across

the protocol stack. These results shed light on the relative importance of various

contributing factors. As our analysis shows, the results are robust to differences of

geolocation across different IP geolocation services, and consistent across page sizes,

geographies, and client-server distances. Before we discuss the implications of these

results in §2.7, in the following section, we augment these results with real end-user

measurements focused on last-mile latency and congestion.

2.6 End-user Measurements

PlanetLab nodes run in universities and in general are well-connected. As a result,

one may expect that measurements from PlanetLab do not capture certain aspects

of latency as seen from the network’s true edge. In particular, these measurements

may underestimate congestion, as well as latency inflation, due to poorer last-mile

latencies that can be expected on real users’ home Internet connections.

678 students in a Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) volunteered to run ex-

periments for our research study. We listed precisely what tests would be run and

obtained explicit consent from each volunteer. We ran almost identical measure-

ments with the PlanetLab experiments, although on a much smaller scale. We hand

picked a safe set of 100 Web sites to use in the experiments. We deliberately chose
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a small number of websites for the experiments so that each volunteer could look at

the page URLs and their brief descriptions, and make an informed decision to par-

ticipate. Moreover, since there was no incentive for volunteers to participate apart

from helping a research study, we wanted the experiments to finish relatively quickly.

The measurement scripts fetched the HTML of the landing page of 50 Web sites from

each volunteer. 25 of these were constant among all volunteers, and another 25 is

chosen randomly from the remaining 75 Web sites. We also asked each volunteer to

provide their location (country, state and city) to help with geolocation in addition

to some properties of their Internet services such as download speed and connection

type.

We obtained 24,784 measurements to the Web servers in these experiments. We

observed that the inflation of fetch time in these experiments is much larger compared

to our PlanetLab measurements – even after filtering out connections between clients

and servers within a 100 km distance of each other, we found that total fetch time

is 66 ˆ inflated in the median.

One reason for this significantly larger inflation is the larger size of the HTML

documents that were downloaded. Figure 2.9(c) shows the distribution of the size

of HTML files fetched in these experiments. The median fetch size is 148 KB, more

than twice the median fetch size in the Planetlab experiments (67 KB). To investigate

the large difference in the observed inflations, we computed the inflation again from

PlanetLab, limited to the same set of Web pages. To confirm this intuition, we looked

at the fetch size and total fetch times for the same 100 Web sites in the PlanetLab

data. Despite median fetch size being 175 KB, page load time is inflated 56.4ˆ in the

median from PlanetLab nodes.5 Over this set, with the same filtering (client-server

distances of at least 100 km), we observed that the median inflation in total fetch

5 There is a 6 month window between fetches from end-users and fetches from PlanetLab nodes.
Moreover, all 100 pages are fetched from each PlanetLab node; whereas, each volunteer fetched 50
pages with half chosen randomly out of the target 100 Web sites.
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(a) Fetches over HTTP
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(b) Fetches over HTTPS
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Figure 2.9: Compared to the Planet-Lab nodes, there is significantly more inflation
in page load times from end-user experiments, partially explained by larger fetch
sizes. Another factor is the larger inflation observed in minimum ping time, which
affects the latency contribution of every step of fetching the object.

time is 49.4ˆ from the PlanetLab nodes. This is still smaller than the measurements

from the volunteer systems.

Another explanatory factor for this difference is the larger latency inflation in

minimum ping time: 4.1ˆ in the median over the volunteer runs, compared to 3.1ˆ

over PlanetLab. In fact, both inflation numbers differ by roughly a factor of 4{3.

The CDFs plotted in Fig. 2.9(a) and 2.9(b) show the inflation of all the components

of the fetch time separately for fetches over HTTP and HTTPS respectively, and

compared to corresponding figures 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) for PlanetLab experiments, we

find that all the curves lie further to the right6. With each RTT being larger in the

6 Figures 2.9(a) and 2.9(b) do not include router path latency, because we could not obtain
traceroutes from the end user experiments due to a problem with our measurement setup.
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end user experiments, this is reflected in the inflations observed for each component

of the total fetch time as expected.

46% of the connections were over HTTPS and the page load time is 62.2ˆ inflated

in the median. For HTTP connections, the page load time is 70ˆ inflated in the

median. DNS inflation is higher compared to PlanetLab nodes, 11.7ˆ inflated in

the median for HTTP and 7.2ˆ for HTTPS. TCP transfer is also significantly more

inflated for the end-users, with median inflations of 24.1 and 15.5 for connections

over HTTP and HTTPS respectively. Pages fetched over HTTP are significantly

larger (151 KB) than those over (97 KB), which explains the difference in total fetch

time inflations. Inflations of request-response time are larger compared to PlanetLab

experiments as well: for fetches over HTTP we observe 8.1ˆ inflation over c-latency in

the median (6.5ˆ for PlanetLab), and for fetches over HTTPS we see 8.5ˆ inflation

over c-latency in the median (7.7ˆ for PlanetLab). Since request-response time

involves one round-trip time plus server processing, it is again expected that the

difference in inflations of minimum ping time to be reflected in the larger inflations

in request-response time.

One possible reason of larger inflation in minimum ping time in the end user

experiments is the connection type of the user, affecting the last mile latency. Even

though our data is small, we get a glimpse of the situation when we compare different

user provided connection types in terms of inflation of minimum ping time over c-

latency. The lowest inflation (3.76ˆ in the median) is observed over connections

described as Company/University network, whereas the worst inflations are observed

for mobile and DSL connections, for which minimum ping time is inflated 5.4ˆ and

5.2ˆ respectively in the median.
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Figure 2.10: Inflation in router-path latency, minimum ping time and TCP trans-
fer time.

2.7 Infrastructural latency

In line with the community’s understanding, our measurements affirm that TCP

transfer and DNS resolution are important factors causing latency inflation. How-

ever, as we shall detail in this section, our measurements also reveal that the Inter-

net’s infrastructural inefficiencies are an equally, if not more important culprit.

Fig. 2.10 shows that in the median, the router-path is only 2.2ˆ inflated. The

long tail is, in part, explained by ‘hair-pinning’, i.e., packets between nearby end

points traversing circuitous routes across the globe. For instance, in some cases,

packets between end points in Eastern China and Taiwan were seen in our traces

traveling first to California. Note that 1.5ˆ inflation would occur even along the

shortest path along the Earth’s surface because the speed of light in fiber is roughly

2{3rd the speed of light in vacuum. In that light, 2.2ˆ (which already includes the

1.5ˆ factor) may appear small. But as we discuss below, our router-path estimate

is optimistic.

We see some separation between the minimum ping time and the router-path
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latency. This gap may be explained by two factors: (a) traceroute often does not

yield responses from all the routers on the path, in which case we essentially see

artificially shorter paths — our computation simply assumes that there is a direct

connection between each pair of successive replying routers; and (b) even between

successive routers, the physical path may be longer than the shortest arc along the

Earth’s surface. The latter is investigated in an earlier work using fiber lengths from

two research networks (Internet2 and GÉANT) [147] and later with fiber lengths

from three research networks (from ESnet in addition to the two mentioned) on a

paper co-authored by the author of this thesis [27]. Using an all-pairs shortest path

computation, the authors find that the median inflation in the three networks, after

accounting for the lower speed of light in fiber is 2.6ˆ (Internet2), 2.7ˆ (ESnet),

and 3.6ˆ (GÉANT). Moreover, these works found that fiber lengths are usually 1.5-

2ˆ larger than road distances when only point-to-point connections are considered

(i.e. a single fiber link between two cities). We note that a recent analysis of US

long-haul fiber infrastructure [54] found results that support these findings: even

for cities directly connected by fiber conduits, the average conduit’s latency was in

the median more than 2ˆ worse than the line-of-sight latency (see Fig.12 in [54]).

Of course, we expect end-to-end inflation between cities not connected directly to

be higher. Thus, infrastructural inflation (which includes routing sub-optimalities

and inflation of end-to-end fiber-distances over line-of-sight distances) is likely to

be larger than the optimistic estimate from router-path latency (2.2ˆ), bringing it

closer to the inflation in minimum ping latency (3.1ˆ). In chapter 3, we have a

detailed analysis of fiber lengths using the dataset underlying the referenced work on

US long-haul fiber infrastructure, plus with more recent link lengths obtained from

Internet2 and ESnet in addition to a few other networks; our analysis also shows that

fiber lengths(physical paths) in many of these networks can be significantly longer

than the shortest path along the Earth’s surface.
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As Fig. 2.2(a) shows, DNS resolution (6.6ˆ inflated over c-latency), TCP hand-

shake (3.2ˆ), request-response time (6.5ˆ), and TCP transfer (12.6ˆ), all contribute

to a total time inflation of 36.5ˆ. With these numbers, it may be tempting to dismiss

the 3.1ˆ inflation in the minimum ping time. But this would be incorrect because

lower-layer inflation, embodied in RTT, has a multiplicative effect on each of DNS,

TCP handshake, request-response, and TCP transfer time. The total time for a

page fetch (without TLS) can be broken down roughly (ignoring minor factors like

the client stack) as:

Ttotal “ TDNS ` Thandshake ` Trequest ` Tserverproc ` Tresponse ` Ttransfer

If we changed the network’s RTTs as a whole by a factor of x, everything on the

right hand side except the server processing time (which can be made quite small

in practice) changes by a factor of x (to an approximation; TCP transfer time’s

dependence on RTTs is a bit more complex), thus changing Ttotal by approximately

a factor of x as well.

What if there was no inflation in the lower layers, i.e., RTTs were the same as

c-latencies? For an approximate answer, we can normalize DNS, TCP handshake,

request-response (excluding the server processing time, i.e., only the RTT) and TCP

transfer time by the minimum ping time instead of c-latency, as shown in Fig. 2.11.

The medians are 2ˆ (DNS), 1.02ˆ (TCP handshake), 4ˆ (TCP transfer), and 10.7ˆ

(Total time) respectively. (Request-response is excluded because processing time at

the server does not depend on the RTT, and the RTT component would simply be

normalized to 1ˆ.) When the 3.1ˆ inflation in minimum ping time is compared to

these numbers, instead of the medians without such normalization, it appears much

more significant. Also consider that if, for example, TCP transfer could be optimized

such that it happens within an RTT, the Internet would still be worse than „25ˆ

slower than the c-latency in the median, but if we could cut inflation at the lower
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Figure 2.11: Various components of latency inflation normalized by minimum ping
time.

layers from 3.1ˆ to close to 1ˆ, even if we made no transport protocol improvements,

we would get to around „10.7ˆ. This emphasizes the point that the contribution of

inflation at lower layers is multiplicative.

As discussed in §2.6, the PlanetLab measurements underestimate this inflation –

inflation in the minimum ping time is larger in our end user dataset. While we have

not evaluated mobile connectivity here, the problem can only be more severe in that

setting. Further, while this work has been focused largely on Web page loads, it bears

mention that for connection-based applications like online gaming, virtual reality and

remote immersion, making progress on the Internet’s infrastructural inefficiencies

would in fact be the primary avenue for latency improvements. In niche settings like

high-frequency trading, this has long been a well-appreciated fact. More recently,

even an online gaming provider has starting building their own wide-area network

backbone, motivated by the need to get the lowest latency routes between players

and their servers [115]. Thus, in summary, inflation at the lower layers plays an

important role in Internet latency inflation, and significant reductions in latency

require both infrastructural improvements and protocol advancements.
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2.8 Related Work

Techniques for reducing Internet latency have been studied extensively. Most works

focus on particular pieces or protocols. Improving TCP performance gets the most

attention; for example, [138, 179] focus on reducing or eliminating required round-

trips for TCP connection establishment; [53] focus on TCP’s initial congestion win-

dow; [62] focus on TCP’s loss recovery and [110] focus on optimizing TCP for short

flows. Vulimiri et al. show that DNS resolution can be made faster by sending

redundant DNS queries [164].

Causes of latency is studied extensively as well. Path inflation due to routing

inefficiencies is examined in [64, 117, 151]. The WProf [166] project breaks down

Web page load time for 350 Web pages into computational aspects of page ren-

dering, as well as DNS and TCP handshake times. An older work presents DNS

and TCP measurements for the most popular 100 Web sites [76]. Sundaresan et al.

present performance measurements for 9 popular Web sites and examine the effects

of bandwidth and last-mile latency on page load time [158]. Researchers also studied

broadband access networks and the characteristics of last-mile latencies [20, 156].

The 2013 Workshop on Reducing Internet Latency [7] focused on potential mitiga-

tion techniques, with bufferbloat and active queue management being among the

centerpieces. Høiland-Jørgensen studied the variations in Internet latency, found

that latency variation occurs often and has significant magnitude, and suggested

that load induced queuing delay might be the cause [78]. Dhamdhere et al. studied

Internet interconnections over a 20 month period and reported that they did not find

evidence of widespread congestion on inter-domain links [49].
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2.9 Summary

In this chapter, we quantified the latency gaps introduced by the Internet’s physical

infrastructure and its network protocols and found that infrastructural gaps make

as significant a contribution to latency inflation as protocol overheads. Our mea-

surements show that Internet latencies are quite high compared to the physical limit

imposed by the speed-of-light. Our analysis put the focus on an aspect of the latency

problem that has been largely ignored so far: infrastructural inefficiencies. So far,

infrastructural latency has only garnered attention in niche scenarios, such as the

financial markets, and isolated submarine cable projects aimed at shortening specific

routes [129, 123]. We found that removing latency inflation in the physical infras-

tructure and routing without any changes at layers above could improve latencies for

fetching small objects by more than 3ˆ. Thus, our analysis shows that it is at least

as important as protocol improvements for making progress on reducing latency over

the Internet.

Building on this insight, one possible avenue for improving the infrastructural

inflation is to build an overlay which utilizes existing fiber across different ISPs,

together with routes that may not be available over default BGP routing. While

such an overlay would be bandwidth limited and more expensive in comparison to

the default Internet routes, it can potentially lead to substantial reductions in latency

and be valuable to many applications. In the next chapter, we focus on analyzing

how such an overlay can be built and how much latency reduction it can potentially

achieve.
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3

Making the most of the existing fiber plant

3.1 Introduction

The Internet is built using hundreds of thousands of miles of optical fiber. This

already extensive fiber outlay is also being continually augmented. Hibernia Express

shaved 6 ms latency between New York and London at a cost of USD 300 million [2],

Spread Networks’ 1328 km cable between New York and Chicago shaved 3 ms latency

at a cost of USD 300 million [108], and Arctic Fibre will reduce the latency between

London and Tokyo by 24 ms at a cost of USD 850 million [129]. These examples

show that there is substantial value in reducing the latency of Internet infrastructure

by even a few milliseconds.

The fact that all examples show efforts in reducing latency between major fi-

nancial centers is not a coincidence, since applications like high-frequency trading

(HFT) benefit the most from reductions in latency, and the traders can foot most of

the bill. These shorter routes, however, may ultimately be made available for data

carriers and cloud providers as well. Having better access to financial markets might

also improve latencies between otherwise scarcely populated places, e.g., Zayo has
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built a low latency fiber route between Chicago and Seattle to cut latencies between

Chicago and Asian markets [177], which as a side benefit provided low latency routes

to/from locations in Idaho, Montana, and North Dakota.

While these infrastructural improvements are a welcome step, the Internet is

known to make sub-optimal use of even its existing fiber [27]. A key contributor

to latency inflation is Internet routing policy, which is driven by ISPs preferring

cheaper transit routes, rather than minimizing latency [151]. In this context, a

natural thought experiment comes to mind: how much could latencies be reduced

if shortest paths were always followed? Thanks to recent progress in mapping the

Internet’s fiber infrastructure [54]1, we can examine this question in depth for at

least the US geography, and glean insights that are more broadly applicable.

Our results show that utilizing the entire mapped US fiber plant in this man-

ner would enable the design of a network interconnecting the 120 largest population

centers in the US with (median) end-end fiber distances within 33% of the geodesic

distances. The measurements that we presented in Chapter 2 have shown that la-

tencies on the Internet are in the median 3.1ˆ slower than the latency lower bound

imposed by the speed-of-light. Since the speed-of-light inside fiber is roughly 2{3 of

its speed in vacuum, this translates into a simple rule of thumb to convert geodesic

distances to latency: multiply the distance by 2.1 and divide by the speed-of-light in

fiber, which is consistent with observations made in previous work on geolocation,

e.g., see Fig. 4 in the paper describing Octant [169]. In short, building this network

by utilizing the available fiber could reduce the conversion factor from 2.1 to 1.33,

which would be a very significant reduction in latency. We provide a first-order cost

estimate for building such a network by leasing fiber-optic links.

Building and operating a network on this scale, however, is a major undertaking.

1 We are indebted to the authors of the InterTubes work [54], whose painstaking efforts in mapping
US fiber infrastructure provided a starting point for our work. Their patience with our queries has
also been commendable.
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The obvious alternative is to deploy an overlay, whereby suitable via points are used

to transit traffic, such that the route through the via points is shorter than the

default route [15, 139, 149]. Such overlays come at a cost: instead of paying for

transit only at the endpoints, the overlay must pay for transit at each via point, and

for deploying infrastructure for redirecting the overlay traffic appropriately. This

trade-off is often favorable, however, and is frequently made by content delivery

networks (CDNs) [131].

So, what if we deployed overlay nodes at every fiber conduit’s endpoints? Such a

deployment would allow the latency-optimal use of all existing fiber infrastructure.

To investigate this possibility, we performed extensive measurements between servers

near opposite endpoints of fiber conduits using the infrastructure of a large CDN.

Our experiments revealed something unexpected: the measured latencies between

endpoints near opposite ends of a fiber conduit are often significantly larger than

expected based on the conduit’s known length. We will analyze this discrepancy in

the next chapter to identify the root causes of such latency anomalies in the Internet’s

fiber infrastructure.

Our main findings related to the latency reduction potential of better utilizing

existing fiber infrastructure are:

• The fiber footprint in the contiguous United States is large and diverse and

could be used to connect the 120 largest population centers with median stretch

within 33% of geodesic distances using less than half of the fiber links in the

InterTubes map.

• Merely having servers near the endpoints of a conduit is not enough to guar-

antee low round-trip times (RTTs). Despite a major CDN having servers near

both endpoints of 51% of conduits in the InterTubes map, we observed RTTs

within 25% of “f -latency” (the latency based on traversing the conduit length
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at the speed of light in fiber) only for 11% of the conduits.

3.2 Long-haul Fiber Landscape

Recently Durairajan et al. analyzed US fiber infrastructure by compiling various pub-

lic sources of information such as network maps of large ISPs, government records,

and contracts related to rights of way [54]. The resulting fiber-optic map (hence-

forth referred to as the InterTubes dataset) includes 540 long-haul links between 273

endpoints, and comprises fiber-optic links owned or used by 20 ISPs. The authors

found that conduit sharing among ISPs is very common, as laying out new fiber is

expensive. They analyzed the availability risks associated with such infrastructure

sharing and provided a brief analysis involving comparing conduit lengths to line-of-

sight (LOS), road, and railway distances. In the following we examine the lengths of

the fiber-optic links in the dataset in a detailed fashion.

We obtained the conduit lengths from the authors. For about 6% of the links (31

in total), the authors were not able to determine the conduit paths on the ground;

so they provided the LOS distance between the endpoints as link lengths for those

links. We see that the median conduit length is 167 km and about 2/3 of the conduits

are longer than 100 km. The criteria for which links to include in the dataset, and

hence the reasons for including some shorter links in the dataset are explained in

their paper [54].

Excluding the 31 links that have the LOS distance between their endpoints as

the link length estimate, we find that in the median conduit length is 20% longer

than line-of-sight distance, and only 28% longer in the 95-th percentile. Examining

the links of each ISP in isolation, we observed similar results, even for ISPs which

are on a relatively small number of links. Figure 3.1(a) compares the lengths and

LOS distances for each fiber-optic link in the dataset. We see that the separation

between the points and the diagonal (depicting the line y “ x) increase with link
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Figure 3.1: Comparison of conduit lengths to line-of-sight distances

length, and we see a small number (8) of links where their difference is larger than

150 km. The best fit line –marked with gray– has slope 1.19 which is very close to

the median link length to LOS distance ratio (1.2). Median conduit length is 156.2

km, whereas median LOS distance between two conduit endpoints is 130.1 km.

An interesting observation from figure 3.1(a) is that the maximum conduit length

is 1, 000 km, due to the exclusion 6% of the links lacking accurate link lengths in

the figure. Fig 3.1(b) plots the CDF of LOS distances between the endpoints of

these links, and we observe that these are very long links, mostly in the East-West

direction. The longest ones are Los Angeles - New York and San Francisco - New

York links, with LOS distances over 4, 000 km. It is likely that the routes for these

fiber conduits include some segments which are already in the InterTubes dataset.

Nevertheless, by summing the total distance between the endpoints of these links, we

see that 33% of the lengths (based on fiber miles) in the dataset are unverified, i.e.,

LOS distances. Next we examine the shortest paths between all pairs of endpoints

in the dataset. While doing so, we inflated the lengths of the unverified links by 20%

based on the median link length to LOS distance ratio (1.2) as we just discussed.
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3.3 Making the most of fiber

The InterTubes data raises an interesting question: how much faster would the

Internet be if we could use all available fiber unencumbered by Internet routing?

Recent work [27] estimated that Internet path inflation compared to LOS distances

is 2.1ˆ in the median2. Given the value of reducing latency [27], it is thus interesting

to ask: how much of this 2.1ˆ inflation could be eliminated if routing were not a

constraint.

3.3.1 Use all the fiber!

For all pairs of endpoints in the InterTubes map, we compute the shortest fiber

paths, and calculate their stretch compared to LOS. We find that the median (95-th

percentile) stretch across all endpoint pairs is 1.32 (1.86). Implicit in this calculation

is the assumption that each pair of endpoints exchanges the same amount of traffic.

Moving to a gravity model (i.e., traffic between any two endpoints is proportional

to their population product3), reduces the median (95-th percentile) stretch to 1.26

(1.56).

The same analysis can be repeated for links available to each ISP separately.

EarthLink and Level34 have the largest fiber coverage, with each associated with

„85% of all conduits. As expected, the stretch for these two networks is very similar

to that for the entire fiber map. ISPs with fewer fiber conduits, however, incur much

larger stretch. For 8 ISPs (out of 20), the network is disconnected when restricted

only to links identified as used by that ISP in the InterTubes dataset. This could

result from conduits being missing or not attributed to ISPs in the dataset. For

2 That work uses speed of light in vacuum as the baseline, resulting in a 3.1ˆ estimate; 2.1ˆ is
simply that estimate adjusted to the speed of light in fiber.

3 We use population estimates from the 2013 census data.

4 Now part of CenturyLink.
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instance, advertised latencies between some locations in AT&T’s network [19] are

not achievable over their link set in InterTubes.

Gaps in the data notwithstanding, it is clear from past work’s measured stretch

(2.1 in the median) [27], and the simple computation above (1.32 and 1.26 in the

median for the two traffic models) that being able to use all the available fiber would

yield a large improvement in latencies of around 40%. More unmapped fiber could

only make this possibility more enticing. Attempting to use the entirety of the fiber

infrastructure, however, is likely to be cost sub-optimal, particularly because many

of the endpoints in the InterTubes dataset are in sparsely populated areas.

3.3.2 Supercharging inter-city connectivity

What if the big population centers could be all interconnected with the fastest or

near-faster possible fiber routes? We zero in on 120 large population centers in the

US, obtained by coalescing smaller cities and suburbs near the 200 most populous

cities. The mean distance between these population centers and their correspond-

ing nearest fiber conduit endpoints is small (5.1 km), so we use these nearby fiber

endpoints and our population centers interchangeably. We find that a fiber network

using all the edges on the shortest paths between all pairs of these 120 target end-

points uses 348 links, with 137, 500 km of fiber, and achieves a median stretch of 1.28

(in the gravity model, which we use throughout henceforth).

We investigate the impact of using fewer links using a simple iterative heuristic:

at each step, all links that are not cuts are tested, and the link which would, if

removed, cause the minimum increase in the mean stretch, is deleted.

Fig. 3.2 shows the mean, median, and 95-th percentile stretch for networks built

with different numbers of fiber links. Stretch does not change appreciably until a

large number of links are deleted (leftward on the x-axis). The increase in stretch

until we remove around 80 links is not very high, but beyond that stretch values start
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Figure 3.2: The trade-off between the number of links in the fiber topology, and
stretch and cost of the network

to increase further. Figure 3.3 shows the generated topology with 268 links between

190 locations with 82, 000 km of fiber. The median, mean and 95-th percentile

stretch values for this network are 1.28, 1.34 and 1.66 respectively. 5, and in terms of

network hops, the average path length between two population centers is 9. Thicker

lines show higher utilization under shortest path routing with the gravity model for

traffic. Note that while the dataset includes actual fiber lengths, the map only draws

actual fiber routes where available („40% of links); the rest are represented instead

by roads between link endpoints.

Cost estimation: What would this fiber map cost to be able to use? We use

a 1 Tbps aggregate input rate to address this question, but arrive at a per unit

bandwidth estimate that does not change substantially with aggregate input rate.

Our cost analysis is based on leasing the necessary fiber links, specifically, using

short term6 wavelength leases. Typically, wavelength services are available at 1, 10,

40 and, 100 Gbps, and prices vary depending on bandwidth, distance, route, carrier,

5 Unweighted stretch values are also small: median, mean, and 95-th percentile stretch are com-
puted as 1.33, 1.42, and 1.89 respectively.

6 3-5 years in this context.
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Figure 3.3: The fiber network which connects the 120 population centers with 268
links and 82, 000km of fiber. Increasing link capacities along the heavy traffic routes
are marked with darker colors and thicker lines.

and contract length. For a few key routes such as New York to Los Angeles, and,

New York to Chicago, we found pricing for 10 and 100 Gbps wavelengths in the form

of ${pGbps˚kmq{month [160, 161]. For example, the median 100 G wavelength price

for the New York - Chicago is „$30, 000 per month (anecdotally, much lower prices

can be negotiated), and the distance is 1, 200 km, computing to 0.25 ${pGbps ˚

kmq{month. This price estimate is for a 5 year contract. For each site, we estimate

an equipment cost of $10, 000 and a monthly co-location fee of $2, 000 for hosting

this equipment.

Using an aggregate input rate of 1Tbps, we computed the bandwidth needed per

link for shortest-path routing. For each link, we picked the wavelength capacity such

that utilization would be 20-90%. For some links, this meant using 2 wavelengths of

the same capacity. Figure 3.2 shows variation in cost with the number of network

edges. Overall, cost is smaller with fewer edges, but as the network gets smaller,
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the increasing load on some links requires upgrading to higher capacity wavelengths,

and as an artifact of this, we see higher costs for some networks with fewer edges.

Based on a 5-year lease, the cost of the network in figure 3.3 is estimated to

be $190 million. This cost is dominated by bandwidth costs, which total to $168

million over 5 years; the rest being equipment and co-location cost. Amortized

over the network’s goodput over 5 years, this cost estimate translates to $0.009{GB.

Even though this seems very low at first glance, it is about 10ˆ more expensive

than the New York to Chicago 100 Gbps link. This increase comes from substantial

unused capacity on many links, and the average hop count of 9 links on end-end

paths. However the total aggregate capacity of all links in the designed network is

14.4Tbps and average hop count is 9, which roughly explains how we lose a factor

of 10. As provisioned, the network has significant spare capacity on many links.

shows the CDFs of utilization across links grouped by different capacity wavelengths.

The highest utilization is observed between New York and Philadelphia, which then

splits into heavy traffic routes towards Chicago and Washington D.C. This, of course,

depends on the traffic model.
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Our objective is to establish a first-order cost estimate, so we omit an analysis of

different traffic models here. Beyond cost, the most interesting question is: how do

we translate these calculations and estimates into practice?

3.4 Bootstrapping off a CDN

The results of the previous section were based on fiber availability and length esti-

mates in the InterTubes data set. Are these results achievable in practice? Deploying

and operating equipment at a large number of fiber conduit endpoints is a massive

undertaking. Conveniently, content distribution networks already operate points of

presence across many fiber routes, and we are fortunate to be able to make use

of a major CDN’s server infrastructure and network connectivity to collect mea-

surements with the goal of empirically upper-bounding the achievable latency on

observable routes.

3.4.1 Measurement setup

We identified clusters of the CDN near (more precisely, within 25 km) the fiber

conduit endpoints in the InterTubes dataset. We were able to find clusters near 51%

of the conduit endpoints. We picked at least one cluster in each of these locations,

and used one server in each cluster for measurements. If the CDN uses multiple ISPs

for network connectivity at a certain location, servers in more than one cluster are

used to cover all ISPs for measurements. For each conduit for which we had servers

near both endpoints, we ran traceroutes between all pairs of servers near the two

endpoints of the conduit. Considering two directions separately, we ran traceroutes

across 552 links (out of 2ˆ 540 “ 1, 080). Figure 3.5 shows a schematic description

of the measurements we performed between the CDN servers across each fiber link.

Our objective with these measurements is to cover as many fiber links between

CDN servers as possible, and try to observe latencies within a small percentage of
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Figure 3.5: A schematic description of measurements performed between servers of
the CDN along a fiber conduit. Green triangles denote CDN clusters(servers) within
25 km of a conduit endpoint, and the lines between CDN clusters denote a traceroute
run is between the two.

f -latency. This also necessitates that the internal latency within each endpoint site

be small. Thus, we also ran traceroutes between all pairs of servers at each location.

Considering two directions along each conduit separately, and including measure-

ments between servers near the same conduit endpoint, we ran traceroutes between

82, 382 server pairs. Traceroutes were run every „3 hours for 2 days on two different

occasions. Only 3.6% of these measurements were found to be between servers which

have the same network provider, covering 125 fiber links. The rest of the measure-

ments are between servers with different network providers, along 543 fiber links.

Note that we are counting each fiber conduit separately for each direction of traffic.

3.4.2 Summary of the results

We recorded the minimum measured RTT observed in the traceroutes for each pair

of servers, and compared it to the f -latency between their locations. We used c “

204,000 km{s as the speed of light in fiber and we inflated the length of unverified

links in the InterTubes dataset by 20%, which is the median inflation of conduit

lengths compared to LOS distances in the dataset as we explained earlier in this

chapter.

Even if a traceroute traverses an intended conduit, additional latency beyond
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Figure 3.6: The measurements we performed between the clusters of the CDN.

that expected over this conduit may be incurred because of the (small) distance of

the clusters from the conduit endpoints. (Recall that the clusters are chosen such

that they are within 25 km of conduit endpoints.) If paths between servers and

their nearby conduit endpoints follow LOS fiber links, and the endpoint-to-endpoint

path is the intended fiber conduit, the server-conduit distances can increase the RTT

beyond the f -latency by at most 0.5 ms.

Observed minimum RTTs, however, exhibit much larger deviations from their

f -latency targets. Only 124 fiber links have RTTs within 25% or 0.5 ms (whichever

is larger) of f -latency, corresponding to 11% of all links, and, only 182 fiber links

have RTTs within 40% or 0.5 ms of f -latency, corresponding to 17% of links. This

coverage is much lower than we expected.

We also found that RTTs between clusters around the same location were higher

than expected. For locations with many clusters, the median inter-cluster latency is

small (a few ms), but for many locations which have a small number of clusters, the
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median inter-cluster latency is often in the 10-30 ms range.

3.4.3 On unexpected measurement results

A key difficulty in identifying causes of deviations from the expected f -latency for

many cluster pairs is the lack of our visibility below layer 3.

Traceroutes help us to identify cases where the inflated RTT is due to long,

circuitous paths caused by sub-optimal routes which might happen due to a number

of well known reasons [151]. However, for many conduits, we have a large number of

pair-wise measurements along the conduit utilizing all the different network providers

on both ends at distinct cluster locations. Even when the two servers were in the

same network, which we hoped would lead to direct, shortest paths to be taken, we

observed that measured RTTs were much higher compared to f -latency. For those

measurements, the paths indicated by traceroute do not indicate any detours in many

cases; yet, we still cannot be sure whether the packets followed the intended fiber

conduit. The use of MPLS traffic engineering or the lack of direct optical circuits

may cause longer physical paths to be taken.

To make the discussion above more concrete and show the difficulties we had

with explaining the high RTTs, we focus on the server pairs with the minimum RTT

for each fiber conduit. For each such server pair, we geolocated the routers in the

traceroute output. To identify measurements which potentially took the intended

fiber conduit we used the following heuristic: After geolocating the routers, we iden-

tified the consecutive pair of routers pr1, r2q with the maximum distance among all

consecutive routers. Traceroutes in which r1 and r2 are within a small distance of

the conduit endpoints and the geodesic distance between r1 and r2, dpr1, r2q, is close

to the fiber conduit length are good candidates for measurements in which the path

uses the intended fiber conduit.

Using the RTTs, we filtered the cases with obvious geolocation errors, and identi-
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fied r1 and r2 for the remaining traceroutes. Using a 15 km threshold for r1 and r2’s

distance to the endpoints and picking only the traceroutes in which dpr1, r2q is within

30% of the conduit length, we ended up with 84 traceroutes. Note that each of these

84 traceroutes has the minimum RTT among all measurements for that server pair

and that particular server pair has the lowest minimum RTT among all server pairs

along the corresponding fiber conduit. Even for these 84 traceroutes, measured RTT

is 59% over f -latency in the median.

One of the many similar examples with RTT significantly higher than f -latency

is for the fiber conduit between Salt Lake City (SLC) and Phoenix (PHX). The

conduit length is 943.6 km, computing to a 9.25 ms f -latency. For both directions,

the same server pair has the minimum RTT (15.1 ms) among all pairs, which is 63%

over f -latency. We also observed that the routes are symmetric, so we just describe

it for one direction. From PHX to SLC, we identify r1 and r2 as the 4-th and 5-th

hops respectively. Both r1 and r2 are within 1 km of the conduit endpoints and the

RTT to r1 is 0.4 ms. Minimum RTT to r2 is 15 ms among all traceroutes, and we see

that dpr1, r2q is 811.2 km. Conduit length is 16% longer than LOS distance between

the endpoints (and r1 and r2), which is consistent with our earlier analysis of the

conduit lengths, yet minimum RTT has 63% inflation over the f -latency computed

from the conduit length.

The example above is for the best server pair – i.e., the one with minimum RTT

– among many, between SLC and PHX, and the layer 3 path indicated by traceroute

can be said to be optimal. Examining the measurements between other server pairs

along the same fiber conduit helps illuminate why we were able to cover only a very

small percentage of fiber conduits with the overlay: despite having measurements for

tens of thousands of server pairs, most measurements use suboptimal paths. For this

SLC-PHX fiber conduit, we have 50 unique server (cluster) pairs for measurements,

25 in each direction. Using the minimum RTT for each server pair, the median RTT
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across server pairs is 4.6ˆ the f -latency. Even the second best server pair’s minimum

RTT is 2.8ˆ the f -latency and passes through routers in Los Angeles and San Jose,

which clearly indicates the direct fiber conduit is not taken. For other server pairs,

we observe longer detours in the router paths. So, for this conduit we had 1 server

pair out of 25 in each direction which potentially used the fiber conduit, and even

for that pair we observe 63% inflation over f -latency.

3.5 Summary

Our analysis in this chapter shows that the large fiber footprint in the USA makes

it possible to connect a large number of population centers with a small stretch on

a carefully designed network targeting latency-sensitive traffic. Unencumbered by

the limitations of Internet routing, such a network can connect many locations with

shortest physical paths based on the available fiber.

Using the large server infrastructure and connectivity of a major CDN, then we

examined the possibility of building an overlay to provide low-latency connectivity.

Even though we were able to cover a significant percentage of fiber conduits (52%)

with CDN servers near both endpoints of the conduit, measurements between the

CDN’s servers exhibited much larger latencies compared to f -latency targets. We

found that a large number of measurements do not take the intended direct fiber

link due to Internet routing. However, even when there were no indications that

the direct fiber link is not taken based on the traceroute output and geolocating

the routers in the traceroute output, observed RTTs still showed significant inflation

over f -latency. In the next chapter, we examine why this was the case and dissect

the latency contributors in fiber-optic links.
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4

Dissecting latency in the Internet’s fiber
infrastructure

4.1 Introduction

The measurements between the CDN servers that we described in the previous chap-

ter showed us that even when there are no indications that the direct fiber link is

not taken, observed RTTs show significant inflation over f -latency. Even though one

might speculate that longer MPLS tunnels might be the reason of observing higher

RTTs in some cases, it is reasonable to look into other potential factors since we had

measurements between a large number of pairs of servers with traceroutes.

It might very well be that we were optimistic about the contribution of factors

related to lower layers and their contribution should have been taken into account.

Another explanation might be that in some cases the conduit lengths, or the cable

lengths inside conduits, are actually longer than reported in the InterTubes dataset

that we relied on, and as a result, we under-estimated f -latency. To uncover the

factors that inflate measured latencies across individual conduits, we conducted an

analysis of smaller scale measurements from the backbones of two large ISPs (AT&T
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and CenturyLink), two scientific and research networks (ESnet and Internet2), and

a recently built fiber backbone of a major CDN. The CDN measurements were made

by routers directly connected to leased long-haul fiber, rather than servers.

We list our main findings below regarding the gap in observed RTTs and f -

latency:

• In some instances, fiber providers deliberately increase the amount of fiber in

a link (through the addition of fiber spools) for the purpose of service differen-

tiation.

• Cable and tube design and slack loops left during construction can increase the

cable length as much as ~15%.

• Using the published fiber routes of a large ISP and fiber link lengths obtained

from a CDN backbone, ESnet, and Internet2, we performed a partial validation

of the link lengths published in the recent InterTubes dataset. Even though

for a large number of links, the differences we observe are small, there are also

many cases where the lengths we obtain differ significantly from the published

lengths in the dataset.

• Latencies we obtained from a CDN backbone, Internet2, and ESnet, where we

have ground-truth link lengths for the latter two, are closer to f -latency.

Before delving into our look into latencies obtained from multiple networks, we

describe the main sources of latency for an optical signal in the next section.

4.2 Sources of latency inside fiber

4.2.1 Speed of light inside fiber

The speed of light inside fiber is roughly 2{3 of its speed in vacuum, and we have

used c “ 204,000 km{s for speed-of-light inside fiber to be exact for all analysis in
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this thesis. Even though this choice is extremely unlikely to be a factor affecting our

analysis and does not make a practical difference for many applications and distances,

it is worth mentioning that different fiber-optic cable designs and specifications have

slightly different refraction indices and hence propagation speeds. Refraction index

quantifies the slowdown of the propagation speed of light inside fiber compared to

vacuum. Even though the difference is rather small for many practical applications

and distances, for applications like High Frequency Trading the small difference might

be very important.

Table 4.1 lists the (group) refraction index, propagation speed, and resulting

round-trip-times(RTT) for 500 km and 1328 km long links, for different products of

a fiber-optic cable provider [91]. Comparing the top and bottom rows, we see that

the refractive index of an ”Ultra-Low Latency Fiber” is 1.462 and refractive index

of commercial Non-zero dispersion-shifted fibers (NZ-DSF) is 1.47, which roughly

translates into 205.1 and 203.9 km/ms speeds respectively. For a 500 km fiber link,

the difference in round-trip-time latency is 26 µs. Even though the differences in

propagation speeds are small, for applications like high-frequency trading the latency

differences are significant. Spread Networks, for instance, has a 1328 km fiber link

between New York and Chicago; for this distance the ultra-low latency fiber leads

to 71 µs reduction in RTT compared to a typical commercial NZ-DSF fiber.

Interestingly, Spread Networks mentions that they use TrueWave RS Optical

Fiber, a state-of-the-art NZ-DSF fiber conforming to ITU G.655.C, and its (group)

refraction index is given as 1.47 in the product description [132]. Hence, it has

the slowest propagation speed among the listed fiber types above. We briefly dis-

cuss at the end of this section what the advantages of NZ-DSF fibers are, leading

to this choice. Even though relatively recently laid fiber for new applications such

as high-frequency-trading might use fiber-optic cables utilizing latest transmission

technology, most of the fiber underground is old, standard SMF according to Steen-
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Refraction Speed RTT for RTT for
Cable Type Index (km/ms) 500 km(ms) 1328 km(ms)

SMF-28 ULL Fiber 1.4620 205.056 4.877 12.943
SMF-28e+ Fiber 1.4679 204.232 4.896 12.995
LEAF Fiber 1.4684 204.163 4.898 12.999
Commercial NZ-DSF fibers 1.4700 203.940 4.903 13.014

Table 4.1: Propagation speeds of different fiber-optic cables and round-trip-time for
different cable lengths

bergen [152]. The work of Filer et al. about elastic optical networking in Microsoft’s

backbone includes a breakdown of the fiber-optic cable types in their network [61]

and, interestingly, only 7% is classic SMF, whereas almost 90% consist of variations

of G.655 NZ-DSF fibers.

4.2.2 Fiber path (conduit length):

Reducing the physical path length the fiber follows as much as possible is of utmost

importance, since propagation delay is the largest contributor to signal latency be-

tween two locations. It is well known that Spread Networks reduced the distance

between New York and Chicago stock exchanges by laying out new fiber along shorter

and shorter routes successively, culminating in “the straightest and shortest route

possible” as advertised on their website [4]. In general, we know that fiber paths

almost never follow a straight line between two locations as we quantified in earlier

work [27, 147] for a few networks, and as analyzed for conduit lengths in US main-

land provided in the InterTubes dataset in §3.2. We shall later compare the lengths

of common links in the InterTubes dataset and a few other networks for which we

obtained fiber lengths. Moreover, we obtained the detailed long-haul and metro area

fiber routes from one ISP, and we used this data to cross-check the lengths in the

InterTubes dataset.

Publication of “mock” routes: In personal communications, a fiber provider
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informed us that published maps contain routes simply produced from Google Maps

driving directions. The rationale for publishing these “mock” routes is to avoid

revealing competitive details. We are unaware, however, of any instance in which

the resulting length differs greatly from the true conduit length.

Slack loops and tube design: It is important to note that the length of the fiber

cable is longer than the length of the conduit (tube) it is contained, and the difference

in lengths is non-negligible. When new fiber is laid out in the ground, some excess

fiber needs to be set aside for fiber cuts and required repairs. It is not possible to pull

fiber over long distances, and a small amount of extra fiber is, hence, placed in slack

loops at regular short intervals, e.g., every 200 m. A construction manual from a

cable provider and a tutorial about fiber installation recommend leaving slack loops

at least totaling 5% of the cable length [45, 77]. The previously mentioned Chicago

- New York Spread Networks link is 1328 km long including the slack coils [4]. We

computed the length of this link as 1253 km from its physical path on the ground,

and this implies that the amount of slack fiber left during construction is roughly

6%.

Moreover, the tube and cable design can have a noticeable impact on excess fiber

length as well, and can increase the signal latency. For example, depending on the

choice of a loose tube cable design or central tube ribbon cable design, and the

number of fiber strands in the tube, excess fiber length can be anywhere between

0.3% and 7.9% of the total cable length as calculated in [92].

Fiber added to increase latency: To our surprise, we discovered that some-

times additional slack is purposefully added for price differentiation, such as Hibernia

adding 440 km slack to the New York - London route to reduce prices for non-HFT

customers [153]. In personal communications with a fiber provider, we learned that

such slack has been added to at least one fiber route in the US mainland as well.
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4.2.3 Impact of optical and opto-electrical components

Chromatic dispersion: The most significant source of latency in the optical com-

ponents of a signal’s path is chromatic dispersion. Different wavelengths have very

slight differences in speed, causing the signals to spread out as the traversed dis-

tance increases. Dispersion-compensating fibers (DCF) are utilized to negate this

effect, very commonly using extra fiber spools with negative dispersion at optical

amplifiers. Hence, using DCF increases the total fiber length, resulting in 15´ 25%

latency overhead [25]. The amount of extra fiber used for DCF differs depending

on the transmission technology and type of the fiber. While standard SMF has a

higher (20 ´ 25%) latency overhead due to DCF, ITU G.655 NZ-DSF fibers have

better dispersion characteristics and typically add around 5% to the fiber length and

latency.

In practice, exact DCF overhead can be computed based on the cable specification

and dispersion compensation coefficient, with units in ps{nm ˚ km. The dispersion

compensation coefficients of standard SMF and a commercial NZ-DSF fiber is given

as 16.5 and 4.2 ps{nm ˚ km respectively [74], implying a 75% reduction in DCF

overhead with modern fibers compared to standard SMF. Moreover, dispersion com-

pensation can also be performed using Fiber Bragg Grating technology, which does

not require extra fiber spools, and effectively removes the latency overhead due to

dispersion compensation [87].

Opto-electrical components: Long haul fiber links provide connectivity between

backbone routers inside ISP PoPs. In the common IP-over-WDM architecture,

transponders/muxponders connected to the backbone routers will convert electrical

signals to optical, to be transmitted out of ROADM (reconfigurable optical add-drop

multiplexer) or OXC (optical-cross-connect) devices. Depending on their complexity

and capabilities, transponders/muxponders can cause an extra latency from a few
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ns to 10 ´ 100 µs [87, 133]. Use of forward error correction (FEC) can result in an

additional 15´ 150 µs latency [133].

Optical amplifiers: The fiber connecting two ROADMs in two distant PoPs will

go through a number of optical amplifiers to extend the reach of the optical signal.

Most common types are Erbium Doped Fiber Amplifiers (EDFA) and Raman am-

plifiers. EDFA uses a small amount of extra fiber for amplification in each unit, and

passing through a large number of amplifiers in a long fiber link might cause a few

µs additional latency, which might be important for some cases. More importantly,

use of many EDFAs in a WDM system will cause the power levels of different sig-

nals in the same fiber to diverge, which might necessitate optical signal regeneration,

which will add to the latency. In general, as the number of network elements such

as amplifiers, ROADMs or any other transport equipment that the signal needs to

traverse increases, resulting latency overhead will increase.

4.2.4 Summary

Latency over a fiber-optic link can accumulate due to many reasons. It is essential to

know the network elements and the type and characteristics of the fiber-optic cable

to have an accurate estimate of the expected latency. However, the most significant

factors are length of the fiber path on the ground, amount of excess fiber due to

slack loops and cable design, and additional fiber due to dispersion compensation,

usually in amplifiers. Revisiting the latency optimized Chicago - New York fiber

link, the choice of the particular fiber type mentioned before despite not having the

highest propagation speed compared to other mentioned commercial fibers is most

likely due to its better dispersion and attenuation characteristics; not only reducing

the latency overhead due to DCF, but also increasing the reach of the optical signal

without amplification to 120 km [4], minimizing the number of network elements on

the signal’s path.
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In section 3.4.3 we discussed the measurements along the fiber conduit between

Salt Lake City and Phoenix, with the observed 63% inflation in minimum RTT over

f -latency even for the best server pair, with a close to ideal path observed in the

traceroute output. Considering the impact of excess fiber due to slack loops and

cable design, we can maybe roughly account for ~10% inflation. In addition to that,

even if we assume 25% overhead due to DCF in the worst case, we still cannot explain

the observed 63% inflation over f -latency.

In the rest of this chapter, we discuss measurements from other networks that we

collected to understand whether what we have seen with the CDN data is an anomaly.

We have latency data from the backbones AT&T and CenturyLink which we again

compare against f -latency based on InterTubes lengths. So, for these two large ISPs

we only examine the impact of conduit length, since we don’t have visibility into the

other factors. However, through personal communications with their engineers, we

obtained information about the amount of DCF overhead in AT&T’s network.

We also present latency data from Akamai’s recently built ICN backbone. For

Akamai’s ICN, we have complete information about fiber routes and conduit lengths.

Nevertheless, for a majority of the long-haul links observed, RTTs are much closer

to f -latency (which is based on conduit length), so the overhead due to slack and

dispersion seem to be small. Moreover, since we obtained detailed fiber routes, we

used this information to compare the lengths of the common links with the InterTubes

dataset.

We also obtained the metro area and long-haul fiber routes in Zayo’s backbone

from the KMZ file they provide on their website. The routes provided in this file

include not only the fiber links owned by Zayo but also links owned by other ISPs

but leased by Zayo. We calculated the lengths of the conduits from this source for

all links in the InterTubes dataset marked as used/owned by Zayo.

Finally, we obtained up-to-date fiber link lengths both from Internet2 and ESnet
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AT&T CDN
City 1 City2 Fiber Length f -latency min. RTT min. RTT

(km) (ms) (ms) (ms)

Atlanta Dallas 1418.38 13.91 17 18.32
Atlanta Nashville 405.31 3.97 8 9.26
Dallas Houston 446.69 4.38 5 6.55
Dallas New Orleans 826.97 8.11 12 13.40
Houston San Antonio 379.80 3.72 5 5.28
Indianapolis St. Louis 434.21 4.26 13 7.35
Kansas City St. Louis 458.10 4.49 6 6.28
Nashville St. Louis 460.99 4.52 12 12.85

Table 4.2: Comparison of latencies of the CDN and AT&T over fiber conduits in
AT&T’s backbone

which are not based on fiber routes in the ground but bouncing optical signals and

measuring the RTT in the physical layer. Hence, the obtained lengths reflect the

contributions of conduit lengths, slack, and dispersion. We discuss the impact of

this on the measured lengths and complement our analysis with latency data from

both networks. Unsurprisingly, having accurate link lengths with overhead in optical

signal’s path taken into account, measured latencies in layer 3 match f -latency very

closely.

4.3 Latency in ISP & CDN Backbones

We next examine RTTs between the major PoPs in AT&T and CenturyLink, and

Akamai’s recently built backbone ICN. For AT&T and CenturyLink, we used the

fiber link lengths in the InterTubes dataset as the baseline for calculating f -latency,

whereas for ICN, we have detailed fiber routes and hence ground truth conduit

lengths.
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4.3.1 Latency in the AT&T backbone

AT&T publishes latencies between major cities in its network on its Web site [19].

We collected this data between February 27, 2017 and April 7, 2017 by recording

it every 30 minutes. We obtained RTTs between 259 city pairs for 24 different

cities. The methodology and details of AT&T’s measurements in their backbone is

explained in [18, 44].

For each city pair with latency data, we computed the shortest path between

them using AT&T’s links in the InterTubes dataset. For 7 city pairs, we observed

that the RTT is lower than f -latency (based on the shortest path length), indicating

that some links in AT&T backbone are missing in the InterTubes dataset. This

might also be due to some existing links in the dataset not marked as owned/used

by AT&T despite actually being in AT&T’s network. For example, the published

RTT between Chicago and Indianapolis is 5 ms, however the shortest path with

AT&T’s links is 927.86 km long, leading to a 9.1 ms lower bound. There exists a

322.8 km long fiber conduit between Chicago and Indianapolis (leading to 3.16 ms

f -latency), but this conduit is not marked as used by AT&T. If we assume this

link is in AT&T’s backbone, however, the resulting latency inflation over f -latency

would be 58%. For the remaining 252 city pairs, AT&T’s latencies are 31% over

f -latency in the median. However, this might be misleading since the missing links

will increase the shortest path lengths (and estimated f -latency), and result in lower

inflation over f -latency. For comparison, published latencies are 82% inflated over

line-of-sight distances in the median.

Due to the uncertainty about missing links and limited conclusions we can reach

for the majority of published latencies, we next focus on city pairs for which

1. we have RTT data and

2. there is a direct fiber conduit between them in AT&T’s network according to
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Figure 4.1: CDF of latency inflation over 16 city pairs with direct fiber links in
AT&T backbone.

InterTubes dataset.

We identified 16 such city pairs. Figure 4.1 shows the CDF of the latency inflation

over f -latency for these 16 links. Minimum, median and maximum inflation are

found as 1.14, 1.47 and 3.05 respectively. Almost 1{3 of the RTTs show more than

2ˆ inflation! We also compared the latency across these links with the measurements

with the CDN described in §3.4. AT&T is one of the network providers the CDN

uses and some of our measurements were between CDN servers, both using AT&T as

the network provider. Table 4.2 compares the RTTs in AT&T and CDN data for 8

city pairs with for which we have measurements in both. In general, latencies in the

CDN data are slightly higher than observed in AT&T data, except for Indianapolis

and St. Louis pair.

The slightly larger latencies in the CDN data can potentially be explained by two

factors: 1- Our measurements between CDN servers were performed in 3 ´ 6 hour

intervals over a few days, with 10 measurements on average per city pair, whereas

the AT&T data covers roughly a 5-week period with data updated by AT&T every

15 minutes; 2 - Each CDN server is selected using a 25 km radius from the con-
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duit endpoint locations, resulting in extra hops (and distance) before hitting AT&T

backbone routers. Regardless, latencies observed in both networks are substantially

higher than f -latency, except for the Dallas-Houston pair where minimum latency in

AT&T data is only slightly higher (14%) than f -latency. For example, both latencies

between Atlanta and Nashville are more than 2ˆ inflated and the AT&T’s published

latency between Indianapolis and St. Louis is almost 3ˆ inflated over f -latency.

We shared this data with AT&T engineers to get their opinion about what might

cause these large inflations. We received a comment about some of the link lengths

in our data being somewhat short. They also mentioned the impact of dispersion

compensation as a potential factor; citing up to 17% DCF overhead. This value is in

the range of DCF overhead inside classic SMF as we described in section 4.2, however

it is not enough to explain the 2´ 3ˆ inflation observed for some links.

4.3.2 Latency in CenturyLink

CenturyLink provides a Web-based interface to run pings and traceroutes between

some of its PoPs [40]. We ran traceroutes, using this tool, between PoPs that are

directly connected with a fiber conduit and for which we have the link length in-

formation in the InterTubes dataset. We ran traceroutes between 16 pairs of PoPs

for 3.5 months (between December 13, 2017 and March 27, 2018) once every hour.

We observed path changes for only a few links and computed the minimum RTT for

each observed path for all measured links. Using all 16 pairs, we see that minimum

RTT is inflated 51% over f -latency in the median.

There are 5 links for which minimum RTT is more than 2ˆ the f -latency. One of

them is over a short fiber link, and the absolute latency difference is less than 0.5 ms.

For the remaining four, we only see routers at the endpoint cities in all traceroutes.

Examining the IP/MPLS map of CenturyLink on its website, we observe that the

endpoints of all these fiber links are in cities where MPLS nodes exist. Hence, longer
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MPLS tunnels not visible from traceroute output might be the cause of the observed

RTTs. Also noteworthy is that in the optical wavelength map provided on the same

page,1 for two of the links direct circuits are not available between the endpoints.

For example, for the 664.7 km long Boise - Portland link, we find f -latency to be 6.5

ms whereas the minimum RTT is 13.5 ms. The fiber map on CenturyLink Website

shows this link, but the optical wavelength map does not. This map, however, shows

circuits from both Portland and Boise to Tukwila,WA near Seattle, resulting in a path

which is significantly (~65%) longer, the use of which would explain the observed

inflation in latency partially.

To sum up, despite being able to find some plausible explanations for some of the

large inflations observed thanks to the MPLS and optical wavelength information on

CenturyLink’s website, we still cannot account for large inflations for many of the

links similar to AT&T latency data.

4.3.3 Latency in the Akamai ICN

Akamai recently started operating its own backbone called Inter-City-Network (ICN) [100].

Inside the US, ICN connects 9 major population centers using 19 long-haul fiber links.

We obtained the fiber routes underlying the ICN topology and computed the lengths

of 74 city-to-city fiber conduits. In a few cities, we have multiple fiber termination

points. Before discussing measured latencies in ICN, we briefly examine the lengths

of the fiber conduits in this network and compare them with the link lengths in the

InterTubes dataset.

Using the locations of conduit endpoints, we computed the ratio of conduit length

to LOS distance between conduit endpoints for each fiber conduit.The CDF of this

ratio is shown in figure 4.5 with the black curve in the middle. The median of this

1 This optical wavelength map, which showed the established optical circuits between cities and
their capacities, is no longer available at the same page.
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of lengths of common conduits between ICN and the
InterTubes dataset.

ratio for ICN is 1.34 compared to 1.2 for the links in the InterTubes dataset. More-

over, for roughly 20% of the conduits, this ratio is above 1.5. This comparison of

CDFs, however, is not over the same set of fiber conduits, and it might be mislead-

ing. When we compared the lengths of the common conduits between ICN and the

InterTubes dataset, for half of the links with a common ISP the difference in lengths

is within 10%. We also found a small number of conduits, however, for which the

lengths in ICN are a few hundred km larger, up to 300 km.

Even though we have detailed information about the fiber-optic link routes, the

information that we obtained is limited in the sense that we do not exactly know

the physical path of each ICN link. Especially for the very long links which connect

major cities in the West and East coasts, there are multiple plausible fiber paths

with a few hundred km differences in length. Nevertheless, using latency tests we

were able to identify the exact path for 10 links.

We obtained measured RTTs across each ICN link in both directions. The dif-
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ference in RTTs in the two directions is negligible for all links. For 6 out of 10 links

for which we know the fiber routes exactly, measured RTTs are only 10´ 13% over

f -latency. Moreover, for 5 links the difference of lengths of alternative fiber paths

are small compared to the length of each alternative route, and measured RTTs are

within 8 ´ 17% of f -latency. For example, for the Dallas - Miami ICN link, the

shortest fiber route is just over 3, 300 km and an alternative path is only 100 km

longer, corresponding to 11% and 8% inflation over f -latency respectively. For all

these links, observed latency inflation can be explained by the excess fiber in slack

loops and DCF overhead for NZ-DSF fibers.

There are a few links for which alternative fiber routes differ significantly in

length, hence we are less certain about the inflation over f -latency. For example,

measured RTT between Chicago and Atlanta is 37 ms, and alternative fiber routes

differ more than 600 km in length, so resulting latency inflation over f -latency is

between 18% and 44%. However, for each such link there is at least one route

which results in at most 24% inflation over f -latency, which can be explained by

the overhead due to slack loops and DCF in classic SMF if that particular route is

underlying the ICN link.

RTTs measured along the remaining 3 links have the largest observed inflation:

43% for New York - Chicago, 57% for New York - Washington D.C., and 52% for

Washington D.C. - Atlanta. New York - Chicago link is particularly interesting as

the fiber route is particularly optimized for low latency.

4.3.4 Summary

We find that latencies along the fiber conduits in both AT&T and CenturyLink

are higher than what we expected, with observed RTTs exceeding 2ˆ f -latency for

some links. Our conversations with AT&T engineers revealed DCF overhead as a

contributor in addition to link lengths being under-estimated. In ICN, where we
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obtained the conduit lengths from the detailed fiber routes on the ground, we see

that latencies are much closer to f -latency for a large number of links but we also

observed significant differences in conduit lengths for a small number of links. To

increase our confidence in the conduit lengths in the InterTubes dataset we next

describe our work on verifying the lengths of fiber links in one large ISP’s network,

utilizing the detailed fiber routes published on its website.

4.4 Partial Verification of InterTubes Dataset Using Zayo’s Network
Map

Zayo, a major ISP, publishes its fiber conduit routes on its website, in a KMZ2

file[176]. This allows us to do a head-to-head comparison using Zayo’s links in the

InterTubes dataset. Using both the long-haul and metro area fiber routes and their

coordinates in this file, we computed the lengths of the links in the InterTubes

dataset that are listed as used/owned by Zayo. The file shows 112, 854 km of long-

haul and 57, 776 km of metro area fiber in US mainland, either owned by Zayo or

leased by Zayo from another ISP. Even though the KMZ file includes the locations

of thousands of sites including major PoPs, enterprise sites, and cell sites, the fiber

segments include only coordinates on Earth and do not have any geographical labels.

Long-haul data includes 28, 745 segments with average length 3.93 km, and metro

area link data includes 113, 258 segments with average length 510 m. To be able to

stitch segments together and compute long-haul fiber lengths, we used the locations

of the target endpoints in the InterTubes dataset to calculate bounding rectangles,

and used only the segments which fall inside the computed boundaries to create a

graph for finding paths between the endpoints in the InterTubes dataset. To verify

the length of each conduit in the InterTubes dataset, we created an undirected graph

by adding each segment inside the corresponding bounding rectangle as a link with

2 A compressed KML (Keyhole Markup Language) file.
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Figure 4.3: Three separate fiber paths between Reno and Salt Lake City in Zayo
backbone.

its length based on its route on the ground, and adding its two endpoints as two

nodes. We also added links between nodes if the distance between them is below a

certain threshold. Without this last step, it was not possible to compute the length

of any long-haul link; even when visualizing the data on a map shows long-haul links,

often the endpoints of the segments in the data do not exactly match and the graph

generate ends up being disconnected. Using a small threshold between 10´50 m was

enough in most cases, even though we had to use larger values up to 500 m in some

cases to find paths between the target endpoints in the graph. Finally, we added the

two endpoints from the InterTubes dataset as source and destination to the graph,

and added edges from them to all the nodes within a small distance, usually 1-2 km,

using the line-of-sight distance as link length.

Using the generated graph we computed the length of the shortest path for each

link in the InterTubes dataset and the lengths of a few alternative paths we observed

in the visualized map. For most links, there are many alternative paths and we had

to make a judgment call to pick the ones of interest for computing their length; since

our focus is on verifying the lengths in the InterTubes dataset, we ignored the paths

which take detours over other conduit endpoints in the InterTubes dataset and the

ones which are very circuitous. Figure 4.3 shows an example, where we computed
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(a) Ratios of shortest, average and longest fiber
path lengths in Zayo map vs. published length
in InterTubes dataset for the same links.
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(b) Direct comparison of shortest fiber path
length in Zayo map vs. published length in In-
terTubes dataset.

Figure 4.4: Comparison of fiber conduit lengths between InterTubes dataset and
lengths we computed from Zayo backbone map.

the lengths of three distinct fiber routes between Reno and Salt Lake City. Length

of this link is given as 813.7 km in the InterTubes dataset, and we computed the

lengths of three paths as 841, 921 and 1, 019 km. The figure also shows the locations

of the two endpoints and the bounding rectangle used in filtering fiber segments

and graph generation. To compute the length of alternative paths, we used a few

heuristics such as removing a random edge from the shortest path or removing edges

from the middle of the path. In most cases, a few iterations of this procedure sufficed

to compute the lengths of all desired paths.

Figure 4.4(a) shows the CDF of the ratio of the shortest, average and longest

computed path length to the conduit length provided in the InterTubes dataset. We

observe that for 20% of the links, the length in the InterTubes dataset is larger than

the length of the longest path we found. We also observe that for a small number

cases even the shortest path length we computed is more than 1.5ˆ longer than the

length in the dataset. In the median, the shortest, average and the longest path

lengths are 8%, 13.4%, and 18% longer than the length provided in the InterTubes

dataset respectively. For ~12% of the links, the length of the shortest and longest

paths differ more than 100 km.
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Figure 4.4(b) shows a direct comparison of the lengths in the InterTubes dataset

and the length of the shortest path we computed in Zayo’s backbone. We observe a

high concentration of points on or near the diagonal, especially for conduits up to 500

km in length, though there is also a significant number of links where the difference

in lengths is larger, where in all such cases the length we computed is longer. Since

we have detailed coordinates of all the fiber segments as provided in the KMZ file by

Zayo, larger observed differences might be due to the lack of such detailed knowledge

of the routes for those links during the computation of the lengths in the InterTubes

dataset.

As we mentioned before in section 3.2, roughly 6% (31 in total) of the links in the

InterTubes dataset do not have accurate lengths, and line-of-sight distance between

their endpoints is provided as the link length. Using the fiber segments in the KMZ

file, we found paths and their lengths for 7 of these links. The ratio of the computed

length to line-of-sight distance for these links range from 1.04 to 1.56, and in the

median the computed length is 22% longer than LOS distance, which is close to 20%

inflation we observed for the InterTubes dataset. The largest difference we computed

is for the Denver - Minneapolis link which is more than 500 km, translating into an

additional 5 ms RTT in the baseline f -latency between the two cities.

Overall, even though for a large number of links the difference in lengths we

computed and what is in the dataset are small, there are many links for which

the difference in lengths is significant which would cause us to undershoot while

computing f -latency and result in a larger inflation. For example, in table 4.2 we

see that for the 405.3 km Atlanta Nashville link, RTTs in the CDN and AT&T

data indicate more than 2ˆ inflation over f -latency. InterTubes dataset shows both

AT&T and Zayo on this link, and from the Zayo file we computed its length as 618.7

km, which is more than 50% larger than the provided length in the dataset.
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4.5 Latency in ESnet and Internet2

Internet2 and ESnet (Energy Sciences Network) share a large portion of their net-

work since the last major upgrade of these networks, done in partnership with Level3

Communications [51]. We obtained fiber link lengths and PoP locations from both

networks. Some PoPs host just ROADMs whereas others have also IP routers. From

ESnet we obtained optical signal latencies between PoPs obtained with Optical Chan-

nel Laser Detectors and segment lengths estimated based on measured signal latency.

Cross-checking this data by estimating latency across each link using c “ 204, 000

km/s in fiber, our estimates are on average within 45 µs of the measured latencies

in the data, with the maximum difference being 66 µs. From Internet2, we obtained

the physical map of their backbone in an image file, which has markers showing PoP

locations and distances between PoPs in kilometers. The distances in the map are

provided to Internet2 by their network provider. We used the fact that these two

networks share some of their backbone links to verify the information we obtained

from each one separately.3 The link lengths in the two maps for the common back-

bone links are very close to each other4, so most likely that link lengths in Internet2

data also come from optical signal latency tests.

We examined how close the fiber-optic link lengths obtained from ESnet and

Internet2 are to the LOS distances between the link endpoints. Figure 4.5 plots

the CDF of link length to LOS distance ratio for these two networks in addition to

the lengths reported in the InterTubes dataset, lengths we computed from Zayo’s

3 Even for identical pairs of PoPs, there are small variations in the measured optical latencies in
the ESnet data for 10 links, possibly due to optical switching delays, with an average difference
of 31µs. With 5 µs roughly corresponding to 1 km of fiber, different measurements will cause a
difference in link length estimates from a few to 10 km. For each of these links, we used the
minimum signal latency and the resulting length estimate as the true link length.

4 Except for two links, the first one is 150 km longer in ESnet data, and the second one is 90
km longer in Internet2 data. It is likely that these two links are inside separate conduits following
different routes.
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of fiber link lengths to line-of-sight distances in multiple
networks

backbone and lengths we obtained from Akamai ICN. The CDF for ESnet is clearly

separated from the rest with median value 1.58. The CDF for Internet2 also lies to

the right of the CDFs for other networks, though it is closer to the curve for Akamai

ICN, with medians 1.40 for Internet2 and 1.34 for ICN. The CDFs for Internet2

and ICN are close to each other compared to other networks, and this is somewhat

explained by the physical maps of the two networks being strikingly similar to each

other, with many common endpoints and long-haul links between same pairs of cities.

Overall, reported fiber lengths in the InterTubes dataset are shorter than what we

obtained from other networks.

In both ESnet and Internet2 backbones, there are some common links with the

InterTubes dataset, and figure 4.6 compares the lengths of common links in either

Internet2 or ESnet with the InterTubes dataset. All the common links but two,

the lengths of which are plotted in the figure are listed in Level3’s backbone in the

InterTubes dataset. Since Internet2 and ESnet are partners with Level3, we can
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Figure 4.6: Comparing the lengths of common links between InterTubes and ESnet
and Internet2 backbones

expect that the lengths we compare are for the same fiber conduits for most of the

links. Since the link lengths in ESnet and Internet2 are based on signal latency

tests, measured cable length will be longer than the conduit length as explained in

section 4.2. Still, we see some data points on or below the diagonal in the figure.

However the differences in length for these are rather small and can be expected due

to minor differences in endpoint locations or due to the lack of precise knowledge

of fiber routes. The link with the largest difference in lengths is not in Level3’s

backbone according to the InterTubes dataset.

A large majority of the points appear above the diagonal as expected; for these

points, lengths in ESnet/Internet2 are on average 30% longer than the conduit

lengths in InterTubes dataset, in the median the difference in lengths is 18%. These

numbers are plausible given that DCF overhead and excess fiber inside the conduits

will increase the cable length as discussed before. There are four data points for

which the difference in lengths is more than 50%; this difference in cable length

might be due to different fiber routes as the combined overhead of excess fiber length

and DCF is typically smaller. Using a smaller number of links common in ESnet
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and Internet2 with length differences less than 1%, we obtained the shortest fiber

route lengths from Zayo’s backbone between the endpoint (PoP) locations in ESnet.

For all links, cable length in ESnet is found to be larger than the conduit length we

computed, though the differences lie in a wide range between 5% and 49%, with an

average difference of 20%.

4.5.1 Latency in the ESnet Backbone

Both Internet2 and ESnet constantly measure the throughput, loss and latency be-

tween their PoPs, and some of this data is available for researchers [56, 89]. We

downloaded traceroutes performed between all directly connected major PoPs in

ESnet backbone [57]; in total we have traceroutes in both forward and reverse direc-

tions for 24 long-haul links. Our data covers a 3.5 month period between January 1

and April 18, 2017. Traceroutes were performed every 10 minutes. On average we

have „ 13.8K traceroutes for each link and the minimum number of traceroutes for

any link is „ 8.6K.

Each hop on the traceroutes has names identifying its location, and we have not

observed any traceroutes which indicate a longer path was taken instead of the target

fiber link. The fact that intended direct fiber links are used is shown by the very

closely matching c-latency and observed RTTs. Table 4.3 shows the summary of

the results, where we show the inflation over all the links both for minimum and

average RTT observed for each link during the measurement period. We see that

even the average RTTs are much closer to c-latency compared to minimum RTTs in

the CDN and AT&T data. However this is not very surprising, since we have very

accurate fiber link lengths for ESnet as explained previously (in section 4.4) and the

shortest physical routes through the direct fiber links are taken. The largest inflation

is observed for the shortest link we examined (between Sacramento and Sunnyvale,

244 km), and the inflation in minimum latency in one direction was 22%. However,
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Minimum Median Maximum
Inflation Inflation Inflation

Minimum RTT 1.010 1.031 1.215
Average RTT 1.014 1.048 1.250

Table 4.3: Latency inflation in ESnet backbone over directly connected PoPs

the difference between minimum RTT and c-latency is only 0.3 ms in one direction

and 0.5 ms in the other, which is small.

4.5.2 Latency in the Internet2 Backbone

Using the available data for researchers at Internet2 measurement archives, we ob-

tained latencies between all pairs of 11 major Internet2 PoPs, which are the vantage

points underlying the Internet2 performance dashboard [89]. Latencies we have are

obtained using One Way Active Measurement Protocol (OWAMP) [144] which relies

on synchronized clocks by NTP. We obtained one-way measurements between 107

pairs, so we have two-way latency data between 53 pairs of hosts. Our data covers

a one week period between April 12,2017 and April,19 2017. For each pair of PoPs,

we have measurements every minute of the day for the entire week. To detect even

tiny amounts of packet loss, one-way delay measurements are performed every 100

ms, so we have statistics of 600 one-way delay measurements for every minute.

For each city pair, we computed the minimum one-way delay for each minute, for

every day. Then, we averaged the minimum one-way delays in two directions for each

of 53 pairs of cities so that any effect of clock skew is cancelled. Using the Internet2

topology information and link lengths, we computed the length of the shortest path

between each pair of PoPs, and computed the inflation of averaged one-way delays

over f -latency. Over the one week period, we observed that latencies are consistently

very low and very close to f -latency. For example, for April 12, 2017 the pair of cities

with minimum inflation is just 0.02% inflated over f -latency, whereas the median,
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Figure 4.7: Change of latency inflation in minimum one-way delay over f -latency
in Internet2 during one week in April 2017.

average and 95-th percentile of inflation over f -latency (over all city pairs) are found

as 1.97%, 4.14% and 7.35% respectively. Figure 4.7 shows how these statistics change

during the measurement period. Minimum inflation over the week stays always very

close to 0, and the median inflation shows little change between 1.97% and 3.15%.

Similarly, mean inflation shows little change between 4.14% and 6.36%. As expected,

95-th percentile inflation shows larger deviations and changes between 7.97% and

14%. Overall, we see that the vantage points are well distributed in USA and the

distances, and the shortest path lengths between them are very long, causing the

packets to pass through multiple transport elements for most of them. Despite this,

we observe that the measured delays are very close to f -latency. Note that the link

lengths in Internet2 already capture the latency overhead in the optical layer along

fiber conduits, and the overhead of due to traversing multiple conduits and optical

switching seem small.
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4.6 Related Work

Fiber backbones: Estes and Hart [58] explain how the Cox national fiber backbone

was built using 12, 000 miles of owned and leased dark fiber. Digital ROADMs

were used to engineer the network, enabling quick rerouting around link failures and

improving availability. The authors also discussed how quality of the fiber was an

important consideration to avoid extra signal regeneration and reduce the impact

of dispersion compensation, leading to choosing a commercial G.655 NZ-DSF fiber

for 85% of the links. Doverspike et al. discuss the structure of ISP backbones,

including the fiber, DWDM and ROADM layers, and show both the complexity and

evolution of the technologies used in the underlying physical layers [52]. Das et

al. advocate for redesigning IP core networks to cut costs by replacing expensive

backbone routers with hybrid packet-optical switches [46] and their work includes an

overview of typical ISP backbones. Ramamurthy et al. also advocate for a redesign

of backbone networks to cut costs by removing redundant routers by leveraging the

capabilities of the optical transport network [140]. Their work also includes a nice

overview of ISP backbone architectures.

Optical layer: Recent works from Microsoft researchers and academics focus on

improving the availability and capacity of fiber-optic links. Filer et al. focus on

making better use of the fiber in the Microsoft backbone to improve network capacity

by using Bandwidth Variable Transceivers [61]. On a 4000 km testbed link built using

fiber and equipment disassembled from links in their backbone, they showed that the

capacity of existing links can be improved as much as 70% with the addition of elastic

transceivers. Ghobadi and Mahajan analyzed the durations and characteristics of

optical layer outages in the Microsoft backbone [68]. Their work shows that observing

the drops in signal quality can be used to predict outages, and the authors argue that

WAN traffic engineering and control planes should incorporate information from the
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physical layer. Singh et al. follow up on these efforts, analyzing the SNR of 2000 WAN

links in MS backbone and arguing for dynamically adjusting link capacities based on

SNR instead of declaring the links with SNR below a certain threshold down [146].

The challenge of increased complexity of Traffic Engineering due to variable link

capacities is addressed by proposing a graph abstraction with an augmented topology

which enables using existing Traffic Engineering algorithms without change.

Reducing latency in the wide area: Earlier academic and industry efforts showed

the benefits of using overlays to reduce latency and improve availability [15, 139, 149].

Other works also proposed using CDN redirections to find low-latency paths [154].

In [105], Kotronis et al. put forward a framework for stitching inter-domain paths

at IXPs. This stitching can be performed under a variety of objectives including

minimization of latency. This technique can overcome latency inflation imposed by

inefficient inter-domain routing. Cloud-Routed Overlay Networks (CRONets) [35]

rely on nodes from IBM and Amazon cloud for the same purpose. While the focus

of this paper was on bandwidth, the ideas can be easily extended to latency.

Measurement studies: Latency inflation in inter-domain paths is analyzed in

[151]. A recent work examines the path inflation for mobile traffic [175]. Zhu et al.

examine the causes of latency increases between the servers of a CDN and find that

40% of the increases are caused by BGP route changes [180]. Our focus in this has

been finding the causes of latency overhead observed over direct fiber-optic links. A

small scale study of latency inflation in optical networks is performed in [130]. The

authors had accurate link lengths and detailed knowledge of the existing network

elements along the links they measured including Dispersion Compensating Modules

(DCM) adding 15% latency overhead. Despite the detailed knowledge of optical links

and transport equipment, measured and calculated RTTs differed by 9% for some

links.
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4.7 Discussion

When we initiated the measurements from the CDN servers near the fiber conduit

endpoints, we were naively expecting to observe RTTs close to f -latency based on

conduit lengths. With latency data from multiple sources revealing a more complex

picture, what is a reasonable expectation of RTT between two locations if we ap-

proximately know the conduit length? Surprisingly this is not an easy question to

answer. Even comparing the link (cable) lengths in ESnet and Internet2 to conduit

lengths in the InterTubes dataset provided limited help since observed differences in

length lie in a wide range. We know that with modern NZ-DSF fibers DCF overhead

will be around 5%, but if the fiber type is older, classic SMF it can add as much

as 20% to the latency. We should expect at least 5% overhead due to fiber slack

left during construction, but the excess cable length can be even higher either due

to tube/cable design or purposeful additions for price differentiation. Attempting

to answer the initial question, we believe RTTs over at least 20 ´ 25% of f -latency

based on conduit length should be expected in most cases unless we have a route

optimized for low latency.

When we only know the distance between two places, we also need to take the

circuitousness of the fiber routes into account before estimating latency. InterTubes

data shows conduit lengths are just 20% longer than LOS distances in the median,

but the conduit lengths we obtained from ICN (34%) and Zayo data (27%) exhibit

higher ratios. On top of this, we have the overhead due to extra cable length and

the overhead in the optical layers as described above. For Internet2 and ESnet, 40%

and 57% inflation in the median capture both the overhead in the physical layer and

the circuitousness of the paths. In light of these numbers, Google’s mentioning 50%

latency inflation over geodesic distance indicating a near-identical configuration [72]

seems reasonable, although it might be optimistic in some cases.
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Despite the mentioned overheads, we believe the large fiber footprint and avail-

ability of multiple routes between many locations show a great opportunity for build-

ing a network as analyzed in section 3.3, even though it will require careful exam-

ination of fiber routes from different fiber providers in addition to the underlying

technology. Note that in addition to leasing short term wavelengths, it is also pos-

sible to lease dark fiber over selected routes and update the transport equipment to

reduce latency overhead even on older fiber installations.
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5

Dynamic Prioritization of Traffic in Home Networks

5.1 Introduction

Recently, there has been a surge in interest in the management of home networks.

This increased interest is due to a number of trends including the following two: first,

an increase in the number of networked devices connected to the home, both due

to the emergence of the Internet of Things (IoT) and the increase in the number of

personal electronics; and second, a manifesto by content providers to deliver richer,

more bandwidth intensive content to the end user. As a result of these trends,

application performance in home networks has become highly unpredictable with

many home users suffering from poor quality of experience [73, 157].

In a typical home network, there are multiple users each with a couple of devices

connected to the Internet. One user might be streaming a video from Netflix while

their mobile phone is downloading updates. At the same time, another user might

be downloading an operating systems image file from a torrent Web site while also

surfing the Web. There might very well be a third person on a Skype video chat.

The update on the mobile device is not time sensitive as is the huge operating system
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download. On the other hand, the video stream and the VoIP call have real-time

resource requirements. This typical scenario indicates the need for prioritizing traffic

that matters.

Contemporary efforts to improve performance have focused on application spe-

cific optimizations [83, 171] or on queuing and scheduling disciplines for the home

router [114, 143]. These efforts are either limited in scope, static, or agnostic of the

user’s expectations. In general, they ignore a very important fact, namely, that a

user’s expectations of quality are contextual in nature and highly variable across de-

vices, e.g. watching Netflix on a mobile phone versus on a smart TV or when watching

Netflix versus performing an operating system update. Further, these expectations

of quality are relative, and rarely a strictly monotonic function. For example, a user

watching a video on a phone may strongly prefer 420 Kbps bit-rate over 240 Kbps.

Yet, this same user may see little value in using 720 Kbps over 420 Kbps.

Motivated by these observations, we revisit the design of traditional home net-

works. We argue that home networks should be context aware; where a context is

defined as an abstract construct that captures how a user is interacting with a spe-

cific application. In this paper, we loosely refer to a context as a tuple consisting of

the application and the device on which the application is being run.1

Context-aware home networks, or Contextual Networks, are different from tra-

ditional networks in that they (1) proactively engage users to determine the user’s

expectations under various contexts; (2) monitor the user to determine her current

contexts; (3) calculate bandwidth allocations to the different contents that maxi-

mize the network’s utility; and (4) reconfigure the network to dynamically enforce

these allocations over time. Each of these steps represents a research challenge.

The most interesting challenges involve designing efficient algorithms for allocating

bandwidth to applications while maximizing end-user experience and developing a

1 The context can include other aspects of the interaction if available.
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practical framework for home networks.

Contextual Networks build on the adoption of Software Defined Networks (SDN),

specifically SDN’s fine-grained control and ease of automation which allows us to:

(1) scalably and efficiently monitor individual flows and thus capture the user’s con-

texts and (2) to enforce bandwidth allocations for individual applications. Different

from previous solutions which address the same problem using SDN, it also relies

on the well-established quantitative models for capturing the received utility from

applications given a specific amount of bandwidth.

In this chapter, we present one of the first formulations for home networks that

simultaneously determines bandwidth allocations and priorities in a dynamic fash-

ion. Unlike prior approaches to resource allocation in home networks that assign

priorities or allocations in an ad hoc manner [66, 107, 114, 143, 171], our formulation

uses existing utility functions, user preferences, and contexts to make principled and

systematic decisions. Our formulation allows us to holistically reason about opti-

mality within home networks. Moreover, we take the first step towards defining the

design principles for Contextual Networks and propose a straw man architecture that

explores a point in the design space of Contextual Networks. Our architecture and

the prototype realizing its implementation illustrate the benefits of Contextual Net-

works and are an existence proof of a practical contextual network. In this chapter,

we make the following contributions:

• Framework for Contextual Networks: We define an architecture for sup-

porting Contextual Networks that integrates programmatic control of SDNs

with recent advances in modeling and capturing application-specific utility

functions.

• Resource Allocation Algorithm: We present a formulation for system-

atically allocating resources to different applications in the home based on
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contexts.

• Implementation and Evaluation: We present an initial prototype and

demonstrate the feasibility of employing Contextual Networks within the home.

Our experiments show that the Contextual Networks can improve the QoE in

typical home networks.

Roadmap. In § 5.2, we describe the characteristics of modern home networks

and the design goals for Contextual Networks. Then, we formulate the resource

allocation problems in § 5.3, present the design space for Contextual Networks in

§ 5.4 and our system that explores a specific point in the design space in § 5.5.

§ 5.6 includes a basic evaluation of our prototype implementation. Related works

are examined in § 5.7 and open issues are discussed in § 5.8. We present concluding

remarks and future works in § 5.9.

5.2 Motivation

In this section, we describe the relevant characteristics of home networks relative to

application performance and use them to motivate the need for Contextual Networks.

Large Number of Networked Applications: Home users own a multitude of

devices, with each device running some networked applications: several of which run

in the background with little interaction with the user. Regardless, all applications

compete for the network’s resources as well as the user’s attention. Fortunately, users

have limited attention and can only engage with a limited number of applications.

Yet, the network equally divides resources amongst the applications.

We argue, as in [114], that the network should divide resources in a manner that

aligns with the user’s attention: applications being interacted with should get more

resources than those in the background.

Diverse Expectations: To further complicate matters, users have different
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expectations across different devices. For example, higher quality is expected on

smart TVs, while lower quality is tolerated on mobile devices. Yet, many applications

are unaware of these expectations and attempt to deliver the same, high quality,

across all platforms.

We argue that the network should coordinate across all applications to ensure that

each application delivers acceptable or high QoS without suffering from diminishing

returns.

Complex and Inadequate Knobs: Although application performance and

QoS is dear to the heart of many users; these users are helpless to control either.

Specifically, home networks provide users with low-level knobs that most users are

unable to succinctly express an application’s complex requirements regarding prior-

ities, bandwidth or port bindings.

We argue, that user should express qualitative metrics, rather than quantitative

values, that appropriately capture their expectation; for example, relative priorities

and minimum or maximum bandwidth bit rate preferences, or video resolutions for

Netflix rather than bandwidth requirements and absolute priorities.

Takeaway. In general, home users run a multiple of networked applications and

expect them to deliver varying QoS depending on the context. Further, user expec-

tations are such that there is a notion of diminishing returns for certain contexts.

While home networks provide knobs for controlling application performance, these

knobs are too low level and are inadequate for defining these contexts or expressing

the rich space of user expectations. Finally, care must be taken to ensure applications

are allocated resources (i.e. bandwidth) so that wasting resources is avoided.

5.3 Contextual Resource Allocation

In this work, we approach the problem of improving application performance as

a general resource allocation problem and formulate an optimization problem that
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assigns network upload and download bandwidth to different applications based on

user preferences and application demands. The objective of the formulation is to

maximize the total utility delivered by all applications. Next, we discuss the inputs,

formulation, and outputs for the optimization problem.

Formulation Input: The resource allocation algorithm takes as input:

Priorities: A set of priorities; user defined priorities and QoS-preferences, and

the priorities captured by the Contextual Monitors (low for background applications

and high for foreground applications). The user defined priorities (Low, Medium,

High) and inferred priorities (Low, High) are translated into empirically determined

coefficients p1.0, 1.1, 1.2q and p1.0, 1.1q respectively. We combine the different pri-

orities for each context by multiplying the user’s coefficients with the Monitor’s to

get an aggregate value of priority. Obviously these are not the only sensible values

for the choices of coefficients even though these values gave good results in our im-

plementation. The coefficients can be adjusted to give more weight to either user

defined priorities or to inferred priorities from context.

Utility Functions: The utility functions for each application capturing the

bandwidth needs of applications [145]. To support contexts, we specifically pre-

define different utility functions for different contexts (e.g. mobile device, PC) for a

set of applications, such as, Web browsing, video streaming, VoIP and so on. Fig-

ure 5.1 shows two defined utility functions for file transfer (elastic type) and Netflix

(stepwise type) applications. While defining the utility functions, we approximated

the commonly known utility functions (such as for rate adaptive and elastic ap-

plications) with piecewise linear functions. Moreover, we used recommendations of

various application/content providers for high quality user experience [125, 159], and

knowledge of the bit rates of encodings for video streaming applications.

Obviously the use of utility functions for bandwidth allocation is not a new idea.

Similar to our approach, a recent work uses utility functions and solves an opti-
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Figure 5.1: Defined utility functions for Netflix and file transfer applications

mization problem to achieve fairness among competing video streams [65]. Piecewise

linear utility functions were used in [37] to ensure fairness among competing appli-

cations in an ABR service.

Problem Formulation: Using the utility functions, holistic priorities, and ad-

ditional constraints obtained from the web portal (e.g. per-device or per-user band-

width limits), the formulation of a typical optimization problem is as follows:

max cTu

subject to:

ui “ fipbiq, @i

ř

i bi ď B,

ř

jPC ď BC

where B is the total available bandwidth, ui is the utility of application i, bi is the

bandwidth to be assigned to application i, fipq is the utility function i and ~c is the

vector of weights(priorities). The last constraint bounds total bandwidth allocation

to traffic class C to BC . Note that the LP formulation is flexible and can encode
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other types of constraints from the web portal. Such constraints might be used to

limit the bandwidth used by a device, or a set of devices belonging to a single user

in the home.

Formulation Output and Postprocessing: The output of the LP is a set

of bandwidth allocations to each application. Unfortunately, home networks can

have tens of such applications and home routers are not able to support as many

queues. Thus, to scale, we aggregate applications into traffic classes by summing

up their bandwidth allocations: VIDEO, WEB, FILE TRANSFER, and VOICE. Also, we

specify minimum bandwidth constrains to the aggregate traffic classes to ensure that

there is available bandwidth to prevent starvation. Moreover, when the sum of all

the bandwidths found by solving the LP is less than the available bandwidth, the

residual bandwidth is distributed equally to all traffic classes.

5.4 Architecture

Figure 5.2: System architecture of Contextual Router

Contextual Networks architecture is shown in Figure 5.2. At a high level, the ar-

chitecture consists of the following four components: Contextual Portal (not shown),
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a web GUI that captures a user’s QoS preferences and priorities; Contextual Mon-

itors which detects an application’s footprint and periodically reports them to the

Controller as “context reports”; Contextual Router, an SDN-enhanced home gate-

way that enforces resource allocations (e.g. Bandwidth limits), and, a Contextual

Controller which periodically solves the optimization problem and reconfigures the

network or applications to reflect the resulting resource allocations.

5.4.1 Contextual Portal

As discussed earlier, since users’ preferences of applications and their quality ex-

pectations in different contexts vary, it is important to provide a simple graphical

configuration interface to the end user. For Contextual Router, the user might pro-

vide his priorities of different applications, limit maximum bandwidth to a traffic

class or a specific application in a device, or ensure minimum bandwidth guarantees

to certain applications. Figure 5.3 shows a simple example of how such an inter-

face might look like. Note that this is just a mock interface, and designing a good

interface which not only provides easy to use knobs for most users but also more

advanced features for the more tech savvy home users is challenging and interesting

on its own.

5.4.2 Contextual Routers

Contextual Routers (referred to as Router) are enhanced home-gateways with SDN

and potentially NFV functionality. The sole purpose is to enable enforcement of

rate-limits and priorities. To realize this enforcement, the contextual routers include

primitives for enqueuing packets and for rate limiting the different queues.

Enforcing priority and rate-limits for uplink traffic, traffic out of the home, is rela-

tively straightforward – dropping packets and using queues. Unfortunately downlink

traffic, traffic into the home, is harder – dropping downlink traffic at the home
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Figure 5.3: Graphical user interface design for capturing user preferences

network does not ensure isolation of the bottleneck resource (the link between the

gateway and the Internet service provider (ISP)). To enforce policies on downlink

traffic, there are several design choices:

Transport Level: The router modifies TCP parameters, such as receive win-

dow, to force the source of traffic to slow down. This requires the least amount

of cooperation but is limited to TCP flows and takes, at least, an RTT to enforce

policies.

Network Level: The router could offload policy enforcement of downlink traffic

to the ISP – the ISP can perform policy enforcement upstream of the bottleneck

link. This requires the ISP to provide appropriate abstractions and raises questions

about incentives and costs.

Application Level: Orthogonally, the enforcement can be performed by coop-

erating applications rather than the router. This approach requires modification and

trust of the cooperating applications.
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5.4.3 Contextual Monitors

The contextual monitor (referred to as monitors) captures “contextual reports” (re-

ferred to as reports) summarizing each user’s interaction with the applications run-

ning on the various devices in the home. The granularity and coverage of these

reports are impacted by the specific design choice and the amount of cooperation

between the network and the applications.

User Library for Applications: At one extreme, the applications cooperate

with network directly, through a set of libraries. The applications can specify and

express all available services and their bandwidth requirements. For example, a video

application can specify available bit rates and bandwidth requirements. Given this

level of cooperation, more information can easily be obtained: e.g. is the user actively

interacting with the application? Unfortunately, this approach requires rewriting

network applications.

A Network Function: At the other extreme, there is absolutely no cooperation

between the application, devices and the network. In this situation, we employ

deep packet inspection (DPI) to classify flows to applications and require specialized

algorithms to differentiate background behavior from foreground behavior. This

approach has the benefit of being the most general approach but provides coarse-

grained information and little meta-information about the user interaction.

An OS daemon: In the middle, the OS rather than the application cooperates

with the network and a daemon is installed on the user’s device. This daemon cap-

tures both the set of applications and also annotates applications as either foreground

or background applications. Moreover, this approach allows the monitoring agents to

accurately map applications to network flows. Unfortunately, this approach is lim-

ited to the set of open devices in which applications can be installed; e.g. laptops,

cell phones, and tablets.
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5.4.4 Contextual Controller

Contextual Controller (referred to as the controller) is an SDN application which

manages all traffic in the home network. The controller periodically receives reports,

extracts contexts, and runs a resource allocation algorithm to determine the priority

and bandwidths for the different contexts (application-device pair).

The resource allocation algorithm must account for the design choices made in

the design of the router or the monitor. Specifically, the granularity of policy enforce-

ment by the router and of meta information collection by the monitor. Regardless,

the controller needs to install appropriate flow rules and change QoS settings in the

Contextual Router for enforcing the bandwidth allocations. The resource alloca-

tion algorithm presents many interesting theoretical challenges as we discussed in

Section 5.3.

5.5 Prototype Implementation

Next, we present our prototype implementation and discuss the design choices made

and their implications when appropriate.

5.5.1 Contextual Monitor

The monitors are developed as OS level daemons (1041 lines of Python code) which

are configured to send periodical reports to the home gateway, which in turn forwards

the reports to the controller. We chose to have the monitors send reports to the

gateway rather than the controller to minimize configuration of the monitors. For

the latter, the monitors need to discover the address of the controller, whereas all

devices discover the address of the gateway as part of DHCP.

The Context reports generated by the monitors include: (1) the set of applica-

tions actively using the network and their flows; (2) interactivity information about

each application (whether in the foreground or background); and (3) multimedia
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utilization of each application (whether the application is using the audio drivers

or graphics drivers) – this information ensures these applications are not treated as

background traffic even when their windows are minimized.

5.5.2 Contextual Router

The contextual routers are built atop Bismark routers [155]: each contextual router

is an OpenWrt router running OpenVSwitch[136]. Unfortunately, the OpenFlow

version running on Bismark does not support control over bandwidth allocation and

priorities.2

To enable programmatic control over bandwidth allocation and priorities, we de-

veloped an application (277 lines of C code and 139 lines of shell script), qos manager,

that runs on the routers along side OpenVSwitch. This application uses Linux tc

(traffic control) utility and HTB (Hierarchical Token Bucket) scheduler to enforce

bandwidth limits (through rate-limiting) and priorities (through queues). To ensure

work conservation, the HTB discs are configured with token-buckets which allows dif-

ferent traffic classes to temporarily use spare capacity that is currently being wasted

by other traffic classes.

qos manager consists of two modules: The first, the shell script, which runs

during router initialization and sets up an HTB qdisc (queuing discipline), creates

HTB classes on the queues corresponding to the supported traffic classes and attaches

the queue to the WAN interface of the router. The second, a C program, listens

for QoS settings from the controller and appropriately reconfigures tc to change

bandwidth allocations and HTB qdisc to change priorities. For example, in our

evaluations we setup four traffic classes: WEB, VIDEO, VOICE and FILE TRANSFER

traffic and in Figure 5.4, we show the HTB qdisc configuration for the different

2 Note that even though OpenFlow supports QoS and rate limiting with queues, the configuration
of the queues is done out of OpenFlow protocol.
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Figure 5.4: HTB classes and example bandwidth allocations

classes.

From this figure, we observe that the web class is allocation 2 Mbps but allowed

to use up to 8 Mbps when the other classes are idle. Each HTB class corresponding

to different types of traffic are added as a child of a root class, which enables this

bandwidth borrowing. Note that the HTB class hierarchy not only does not waste

unused bandwidth in contrast to the dual virtual switch architecture in [143], and

in an earlier version of our prototype [30], but also is more flexible, as we can add

internal nodes to the class hierarchy corresponding to different devices and users. So,

it is possible to capture complex custom constraints from the configuration portal,

map them into LP constraints and enforce them through the HTB class hierarchy.

5.5.3 Contextual Controller

We implemented Contextual Controller as an SDN application on the Floodlight

controller [3] (3521 lines of Java code). The SDN application operates in two modes.

In start-up mode, the controller retrieves user’s preferences and settings from the

web-portal; and installs default forwarding rules and rules for forwarding Contextual

reports to the controller.
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During normal operation, the controller solves the LP for bandwidth allocations,

aggregates bandwidth for different traffic classes and reconfigures the network with

the new QoS settings by exchanging two types of custom messages with the router.

FILTER messages include the name of a traffic class and information identifying

a flow (source, destination IP addresses, and port numbers), and is used to define

tc filters in the router, so that each flow will use the appropriate queue for its

corresponding class. BW messages result in changing the bandwidth allocation of

each traffic class, and an example allocation is shown in figure 5.4. These custom

messages allow the controller to specify the traffic class being modified and the new

rate limit parameters for this class or the set of flows being added/removed from the

traffic class.

5.6 Evaluation

Next we present a preliminary evaluation of Contextual Router and, focus, specifi-

cally, on quantifying the improvements in QoE for common applications run in home

networks.

5.6.1 Testbed and Experimental Setup

We evaluated Contextual Router on a small testbed consisting of two laptops and a

Contextual Router. The home network’s uplink is limited to 8 Mbps for download

and 4 Mbps for upload.

We run three applications in this network. At the beginning of the experiments,

the first laptop runs a background file transfer to a server outside of the home net-

work (emulated using iperf) and a browser playing an HD quality YouTube video.

Simultaneously, the second laptop also plays another HD quality YouTube video. 15

seconds and 30 seconds into the experiment, the second laptop opens two browsers

to load the Wikipedia and Facebook’s home pages.
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We automated the tests on both laptops using shell scripts and instrumented the

laptops to record QoE metrics for the different applications. Specifically, for video we

used a Google-Chrome extension called YouSlow to record YouTube QoE data [122],

for web browsing (page load time) we captured the HAR file using Firebug with

Firefox, and for the bulk download we recorded iperf logs. Due to a limitation with

YouSlow, we do not compare video bitrates but rather resolution sizes.

We compare the Quality of Experience results from the different applications in

a network employing Contextual routers against a network with traditional routers.

For the network with Contextual routers, we assumed YouTube traffic is given high

priority by the end users, and all other applications have medium priority. The

contextual monitor places the file transfer (iperf) as low priority because it is in the

background.

5.6.2 Bandwidth Allocations and Reallocation

In Figure 5.5 we present the change in total bandwidth allocation to different classes

of traffic over time by the Contextual Router. We observe an instantaneous increase

in the bandwidth allocation to the VIDEO class to 6 Mbps (red line) – this occurs

because two video sessions were started in the beginning. Furthermore, we observe a

sharp decrease in the bandwidth allocations to the low priority FILE TRANSFER(iperf)

flow.

Unlike the VIDEO traffic which benefited from a huge ramp up, we observe that

with the WEB traffic there is no increase in bandwidth allocation despite having both

laptops load multiple websites. The WEB traffic experiences this different behavior

because it has lower priority than the VIDEO traffic and the higher priority YouTube

sessions prevented WEB traffic to obtain more bandwidth. We note that the WEB

traffic maintain a constant rate of %25 because the system is designed to allocate

a minimum of %25 of the available bandwidth to the WEB traffic. We make this
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Figure 5.5: Change of bandwidth for different traffic classes

exception for the WEB traffic because any flow which does not match any tc filters

is classified as WEB traffic, which will happen until the controller receives a context

report which includes that flow.

At around minute two, the first video session ends and the controller reconfigures

the network and allocates more bandwidth to the FILE TRANSFER class. Similarly,

after the second video ends around the 160-second mark, more bandwidth is further

allocated to FILE TRANSFER.

Finally, we observe the network allocates bandwidth to the VOICE class despite

the fact that our experiments include no VoIP application. Fortunately, this is not a

problem as Contextual networks are designed to be work conserving and thus other

traffic classes will be able to use the bandwidth allocated to the VOICE class.
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Number of Total Number of
Buffering Buffering Resolution

Events Time(s) Changes

Traditional
Video 1 4 14 6
Video 2 5 23 7

Contextual Router
Video 1 0 0 1
Video 2 0 0 1

Table 5.1: QoE of video sessions with and without Contextual Router

5.6.3 QoE Improvements

In this section, we compare the QoE metrics for Web browsing and video streaming

in a contextual network (Contextual router) against a traditional home network

(Traditional).

Web Browsing: For WEB traffic, we examine the page load times and observe

that when the traffic is not prioritized, Facebook and the Wikipedia landing pages

took more than 45 seconds and 29.8 seconds to load respectively.3 However, with

Contextual Router, page load times were 3.8 and 4.9 seconds for Facebook and

Wikipedia respectively — a significant improvement in page load times by a factor

of 12ˆ and 6ˆ respectively.

Video Streaming Next, for video streaming, we examine two well-known QoE

metrics: buffering events and the number of resolution changes (lower numbers are

better). Table 5.1 presents these two QoE metrics for the two different scenarios. We

observe a dramatic difference the values for these metrics – with Contextual Router

allowing significantly more bandwidth to the VIDEO traffic and thereby reducing the

number of buffering events and resolution switches down to 0 and one respectively.

In Contextual Router scenario, the single observed resolution change in both videos

3 We note that the Facebook page timed out in our orchestrator.
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improve the quality: for Video 1 the quality goes from small to medium and for video

two the quality goes from tiny to large. The traditional scenario provided significant

degradation with Video 1 constantly flapping between tiny and small resolutions and

Video 2 flapping between medium, large, small and tiny resolutions.

Takeaways For two of the most common applications in home networks, video

and web traffic, we observe that Contextual Router is capable of improving relevant

QoE metrics.

5.7 Related Work

Understanding Home Networks: Recent works have focused on understanding

home networks [41, 42, 43, 73, 102, 155], specifically understanding: the performance

characteristics of broadband networks; the impact of wireless routers on home users

traffic; the usability of bandwidth rate limits in home networks; and the source of

web-performance bottlenecks. The insights gained in these studies motivate us to

reexamine the design of home networks, and more specifically to provide usable knobs

that explicitly capture user preferences rather than bandwidth limits.

Home Traffic Prioritization: Prioritizing traffic in the home has been studied

for a long time. The solutions proposed in the pre-SDN era include systems that work

in the end hosts [31, 32], and systems relying on applications setting IP TOS field

[112]. Martin and Feamster proposed a user-driven approach [114] to the problem

with a prototype implemented in Click [103]. Priority is determined based on the

activity of the user and the interactivity of the application; based on this, hosts and

applications are classified as active or inactive. This work is similar in spirit to ours

but it seems to be abandoned at early stages.

The work of Yiakoumis et al. [171] provides users with an option for statically

provisioning their network for different applications and two specific add-ons to im-

prove Skype and video streaming. A work with similar flavor to ours is FlowQoS, in
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which the users specify which applications should get high priority [143]. FlowQoS

relies on packet inspection for flow classification, but the main difference with our

work is again the static nature of priority assignments. The works [66, 107] also rely

on the end user for prioritization, and they defined an API to negotiate the band-

width allocation with the ISP. These works provide easy to use knobs to the end

user, but the resulting prioritization methods do not adapt to changes in the traffic,

i.e. they are static.

The recent work OpenSDWN leverages SDN to programmatically control wireless

networks and in one of their use cases the authors showed that it can be used to

prioritize traffic in a home network[142]. For this use case, OpenSDWN uses end

user input for choosing high priority applications and uses deep packet inspection to

identify flows belonging to those applications.

Contextual Router presents a logical evolution by allowing user to define more

expressive priorities, i.e. contexts, that automatically adjust to changes in network

conditions. Unlike prior approaches on prioritization, Contextual Router forces ap-

plications to behave in a globally optimal fashion by placing bandwidth limits on

them.

Capturing User Contexts: Our approaches for inferring user context by mon-

itoring user interactions and by inspecting network traffic advances on previous re-

search for characterizing user traffic [114, 142, 143]. We extend these approaches to

account for the complex user contexts that arise due to user interaction with multi-

media devices; such as videos or teleconference. Moreover, we overcome visibility

issues introduced by TLS encryption to existing approaches by running agents at

the end hosts.

QoE: Our work builds on recent efforts [22, 83, 84] to quantify and measure QoE

for video, web, and real-time multimedia, and uses their models as input for our

formulation (section 5.4). Recent attempts to improve QoE by developing application
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specific algorithms [65, 84, 173], and design new Internet architectures [96] attack

an orthogonal space. These approaches attempt to improve individual applications

where as Contextual Router attempts to improve the user’s overall viewing experience

across all applications.

Other Works on Home Networks: Orthogonal to home performance, others

have looked at ways to simplify and improve security within home networks by:

delegating to the cloud [60], and capturing special logs to enable troubleshooting [36].

Yet, others [50] have focused on managing complexity of orchestrating tasks across

multiple devices by developing a home operating system.

5.8 Discussion

Configuring Contextual Networks Contextual Network’s optimization formula-

tion requires some parameters: e.g., coefficients and minimum bandwidth constraints

for different traffic classes. Ideally, these parameters will be specifically tuned for

each user. Unfortunately, this approach is cumbersome. Instead, we observe that

the number of different Internet service plans is limited – we suspect that parameters

may be tuned for such groups. The user can then try out a couple and determine

which fits his specific home setup.

Creating and Maintaining Utility Functions. Our application utility func-

tions are empirically created by analyzing applications. Unfortunately even modest

changes to application code and configurations may easily change the utility func-

tions. Furthermore, given the diversity of applications, there will need to be a large

number of these utility functions. We envision that the utility functions will be cre-

ated and maintained in a marketplace by a collection of third parties in a similar to

how anti-virus signatures are created and maintained by a third party.

Tackling Performance Anomalies The Contextual Controller improves ap-

plication performance by allocating the home gateway’s uplink optimally between
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competing applications. This approach works when the uplink is the bottleneck. In

certain conditions, applications performance is impacted by bottlenecks is other por-

tions of the network, e.g. WiFi [142]. We envision Contextual Networks will be run

alongside other tools for diagnosing performance problems in home networks [157].

These tools can be used to help inform the bandwidth allocation decisions.

5.9 Summary

In this chapter, we argued for more principled approaches to improving the QoE

of applications within home networks. We explored the use of utility functions to

capture bandwidth requirements of applications and developed a formulation that

combines these utility functions with user preferences and inferred application prior-

ities. We developed a prototype of Contextual Networks and demonstrated that our

approach improves QoE with negligible overheads.

Our work presents an attempt to apply sound theoretical principles to the im-

provement of home networks. Exploring more intuitive approaches to capturing user

preferences, and contexts, analyzing our prototype under diverse settings, designing

abstractions to enforce control over downstream traffic, and investigating different

deployment scenarios and their implications on the scalability of the system – specif-

ically understand how increasing the number and heterogeneity of the applications

impacts the run time of our LP and reactiveness of our prototype– are interesting

avenues for extending our work.
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6

Conclusion

While the Internet economy is growing at a fast pace with advertising, subscription,

and microtransaction based revenue streams generating billions of dollars, content

providers need to satisfy the ever-increasing demand of good user experiences. For

improving the quality of experiences of Internet users, we explored how we can better

utilize the existing Internet infrastructure, specifically by examining how to reduce

the latencies in the wide-area and by giving more bandwidth to certain applications

based on user preferences.

Since latency is critical to the QoE of many applications, we performed an ex-

pansive examination of the causes of latency inflation on the Internet. We quantified

the latency gaps introduced by the Internet’s physical infrastructure and its network

protocols, and found that infrastructural gaps make as significant a contribution to

latency inflation as protocol overheads. Our analysis suggests that the networking

community should, in addition to continuing efforts for protocol improvements, also

explore methods of reducing latency at the lowest layers.

Building on our analysis of latency inflation, we examined how we can use an

overlay-based approach, which attempts to utilize existing fiber across different ISPs,
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together with routes that may not be available over default BGP routing. While

such an overlay would be bandwidth limited and more expensive in comparison to

the default Internet routes, it would be less so in comparison to a recently proposed

parallel line-of-sight network [23]. Our approach thus represents a compromise –

even though the benefits will be smaller than a line-of-sight network, based on our

analysis of the impact of infrastructural inefficiencies, they would still be substantial.

We showed that a large number of population centers in the USA can be connected

with 2ˆ latency inflation using the fiber-optic cables from multiple ISPs. Even

though our design has spare capacity on many links for absorbing increases in traffic

and against link failures, it is essentially based on connecting as many locations as

possible with shortest paths. Even though traffic engineering and handling failures

are well understood for typical ISP backbones, a dense low latency fiber backbone

which utilizes multiple ISPs as providers will require new solutions to these problems

in addition to optimized routing algorithms [75].

Utilizing the large serving infrastructure of a CDN, we examined the possibility

of building a similarly sized overlay. Our measurements between the CDN servers

along fiber conduits, and the data we obtained from research networks and ISPs

show that there are multiple additional sources of latency inside fiber-optic cables.

We believe RTTs over at least 20´25% of f -latency based on conduit length should be

expected in most cases unless we have a route optimized for low latency. Despite the

mentioned overheads, we believe the large fiber footprint and availability of multiple

routes between many locations show a great opportunity for building a network as

analyzed in section 3.3, even though it will be a huge undertaking which requires

careful examination of fiber routes from different fiber providers and the transmission

technologies on those fiber routes in addition to possibly upgrading some of the older

fiber installations.

Finally, we showed how principled approaches to improving the QoE of applica-
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tions within home networks are possible. We explored the use of utility functions to

capture bandwidth requirements of applications and developed a formulation that

combines these utility functions with user preferences and inferred application prior-

ities. We developed an initial prototype of Contextual Networks and demonstrated

that our approach improves QoE by giving more bandwidth to preferred applications;

specifically, we were able to obtain significant QoE improvements for Web browsing

and video streaming.
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